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1. Introduction
In quantum field theory the matrix elements, 〈out|O(x)|in〉, of local operators O
between in- and out-states determine the field theory correlation functions. In a
two-dimensional relativistic theory the crossing invariance allows one to express a
generic matrix element in terms of analytically continued form factors which are
matrix elements between the vacuum, |vac〉, and in-states
Fa1...an(α1, . . . , αn) = 〈vac|O(0)|α1, . . . , αn〉ina1...an . (1.1)
Here ai is a flavour index of the i-th particle, and αi is its usual rapidity variable
related to its energy and momentum by Ei = mi coshαi , pi = mi sinhαi.
In an integrable two-dimensional relativistic theory the form factors satisfy a set
of axioms [1]-[3], collected in appendix A, whose solutions were found and studied
for some models, see e.g. [3]-[10] and references therein. Finding a solution to the
axioms is a complicated problem which requires understanding and employing the
form factors’ analytic properties. It was observed by Lukyanov [11] (by generalising
the ideas in [12]) that the problem of computing the form factors can be reduced to
the problem of constructing a free field representation of the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev
(ZF) algebra [13, 14] for the model under consideration. The free field representation
approach has been successfully applied to several models [11], [15]-[24] including the
SU(2) Thirring and sine-Gordon models [11]. An advantage of this approach is that in
principle the construction of form factors does not require a complete understanding
of their analytic properties. Moreover, the analytic properties follow from a free field
representation. This might be important for understanding analytic properties of
form factors of nonrelativistic models. In particular, an important model to keep in
mind is the AdS5 × S5 superstring sigma model in the light-cone gauge [25]. Even
though it is relatively straightforward to generalise most of the form factors axioms to
the case [26], finding a solution appears to be highly nontrivial in particular because
the analytic properties of AdS5 × S5 form factors are not known. It is quite possible
that Lukyanov’s approach will appear to be more efficient in the AdS5 × S5 case.
The goal of this paper is to extend Lukyanov’s results for the SU(2) Thirring
model to a more general case of the SU(N) chiral Gross-Neveu (GN) model [27].
The model has a very rich spectrum of particles. Its “elementary” particles trans-
form in the rank-1 fundamental representation of SU(N), and they can form bound
states transforming in all the other fundamental representations of SU(N) [28]. Anti-
particles of rank-r particles are rank-(N -r) particles. In particular, anti-particles of
elementary particles are at the same time their bound states [28]. The exact GN
S-matrix was found by combining the SU(N) invariance with the 1/N expansion
[29]-[32]. The chiral GN model was extensively studied in the axiomatic approach in
[3, 8, 10] where form factors of several local operators were constructed. It is there-
fore useful for understanding how the free field approach works in case of models
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containing bound states and invariant under higher-rank symmetry algebras. In this
paper we construct a free field representation of the GN model ZF algebra for elemen-
tary particles and their bound states, and find a large class of operators generating
form factors of local operators through Lukyanov’s trace formula [11]. A free field
representation for elementary particles of the chiral GN model was also constructed
in [33], and it agrees with our findings up to some Klein factors necessary to satisfy
the ZF algebra relations.
The paper is laid out as follows. We begin in section 2 by recalling some facts
about the GN model, particularly the properties of its scattering matrix. Here,
we also explain the general free field bosonization process, and how this is used
to construct form factors. In section 3 we consider how to apply the bosonization
process to the GN model and construct the ZF algebra and Hamiltonian in this
case. Next, we consider the construction of bound states in section 4. This is done
in a general way and the relation to the anti-particles is established. Section 5
contains the construction of representations of local operators in terms of bosonic
fields. A new set of these fields (closely related to the first) is introduced and used to
construct a family of local operators. Finally, we construct form factors in section 6,
where general formulae for constructing form factors are established. We use this to
construct the form factors of the current operator. In several appendices we collect
the necessary functions and present derivations of some results stated in the main
text.
2. Generalities
2.1 The S-matrix of the chiral Gross-Neveu model
The spectrum of particles of the chiral SU(N) GN model consists of N elementary
particles of mass m transforming in the rank-1 fundamental representation of SU(N),
and their r-particle bound states of mass mr = m sin
pir
N
/ sin pi
N
transforming in the
rank r = 2, . . . , N − 1 fundamental representation of SU(N). A rank-r particle with
rapidity θ is created by a ZF operator A†K(θ), and annihilated by AK(θ) where K =
(k1, . . . , kr) has integer-valued components ordered as 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < · · · < kr ≤ N .
The creation and annihilation operators satisfy the ZF algebra
A†K1(θ1)A†K2(θ2) = A†N2(θ2)A†N1(θ1)SN1N2K1K2(θ12) , (2.1)
AK1(θ1)AK2(θ2) = SK1K2N1N2 (θ12)AN2(θ2)AN1(θ1) , (2.2)
AK1(θ1)A†K2(θ2) = A†N2(θ2)SK1N2N1K2 (θ21)AN1(θ1) + 2piδK1K2δ(θ12) , (2.3)
where θij ≡ θi − θj and SN1N2K1K2(θ12) is the scattering matrix of particles of ranks
r1 and r2 with rapidities θ1 and θ2. Since higher rank particles are bound states
of elementary particles, their S-matrices are obtained from the GN S-matrix for
elementary particles by the fusion procedure. It is often convenient to use the matrix
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form of the GN S-matrix. We introduce N -dimensional rows Ei and columns Ei with
all vanishing entries except the one in the i-th position which is equal to the identity,
and the matrix unities E ji = Ei ⊗ Ej with the only non-vanishing element on the
intersection of the i-th row with the j-th column. Then the entries of the GN S-
matrix for elementary particles can be combined in the following N ×N matrix
SGN(θ) = Sklij (θ)E ik ⊗ E jl . (2.4)
Explicitly the S-matrix of the chiral GN model for elementary particles is given by
SGN(θ) = S(θ)R(θ) , S(θ) =
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
− iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(− iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
+ iθ
2pi
) , (2.5)
where the scalar factor S(θ) does not have any poles in the physical strip 0 ≤ Im(θ) ≤
pi and for real θ has the nice integral form
S(θ) = exp
(
−2 i
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh (N−1)pit
N
sinhpit
e
pit
N sin θt
)
. (2.6)
It satisfies the crossing symmetry condition
N−1
2∏
k=−N−1
2
S(θ +
2pii
N
k) = (−1)N−1 θ − ipi
N−1
N
θ + ipiN−1
N
, (2.7)
and has the large θ asymptotics S(±∞) = e∓ipiN−1N . The matrix and pole structure
of the GN S-matrix is given by the standard SU(N)-invariant R-matrix
R(θ) =
θ I− 2pii
N
P
θ − 2pii
N
, (2.8)
where I is the identity operator and P = E ik ⊗E ki is the permutation operator which
exchanges the flavour indices of the scattering particles. Introducing the projection
operators
Ps =
1
2
(I+ P) , Pa =
1
2
(I− P) ,
onto the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the tensor product of two fundamen-
tal representations one gets
R(θ) = Ps +
θ + 2pii
N
θ − 2pii
N
Pa , (2.9)
which exhibits the pole at θ = 2pii
N
in the antisymmetric part. This leads to the
existence of bound states composed of two, three, and up to N − 1 elementary
particles. The (N -1)-particle bound states are identified with anti-particles of the
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elementary particles. In general a rank-r particle and a rank-(N -r) particle created by
A†K and A†K form a particle-antiparticle pair if K is such that K∪K = P(1, 2, . . . , N)
where P is some permutation of 1, 2, . . . N . In what follows in such a pair we refer to
a bound state of smaller rank (that is r < N/2) as a particle. If N is even, N = 2p,
then a bound state with the label K = (1, k2, . . . , kp) is considered as a particle. The
ZF operators can be normalised in such a way that for a particle A†K and antiparticle
A†L the charge conjugation matrix CKL = KL where KL ≡ i1...iN is skew-symmetric,
and 1...N = 1.
2.2 Form factors
The in- and out-bases of asymptotic states are expressed in terms of the ZF creation
operators as follows
|θ1, θ2, · · · , θn〉(in)K1,...,Kn = A†Kn(θn) · · · A†K1(θ1)|vac〉 , θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θn ,
|θ1, θ2, · · · , θn〉(out)K1,...,Kn = A†K1(θ1) · · · A†Kn(θn)|vac〉 , θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θn ,
and are related to each other by the scattering S-matrix. The vacuum state |vac〉 is
annihilated by AK(θ), and has the unit norm, 〈vac|vac〉 = 1.
Form factors of a local operator O(x) are the matrix elements of O(0) between
n-particle in-states and the vacuum state
FK1...Kn(θ1, . . . , θn) = 〈vac|O(0)A†Kn(θn) · · · A†K1(θ1)|vac〉 . (2.10)
Being analytically continued to complex θi the form factors satisfy a set of axioms,
see appendix A. An important observation by Lukyanov [11] reduces the problem
of computing form factors to the problem of finding a representation of a so-called
extended ZF algebra. It is generated by vertex operators AI(θ) ,
1 the angular Hamil-
tonian K, and the central elements ΩI obeying the defining relations
AI(θ1)AJ(θ2) = AL(θ2)AK(θ1)S
KL
IJ (θ12) , (2.11)
AI(θ1)AJ(θ2) = − i CIJ
θ12 − ipi +O(1) , θ12 → ipi , (2.12)
d
dθ
AI(θ) = − [K , AI(θ)]− iΩIAI(θ) . (2.13)
The relations (2.11) and (2.12) show that one can think of AI(θ) and C
IJAJ(θ+ ipi),
CIJCJK = δ
I
K as representing the ZF creation and annihilation operators, respec-
tively. For some models the relations (2.12) have to be modified by replacing CIJ
with CIJΓ where Γ is an auxiliary element satisfying Γ
2 = id which either commutes
or anticommutes with AI . In particular this is the case for the SU(2p) chiral GN
model.
1They should not be confused with the ZF creation and annihilation operators A†I(θ) and AI(θ).
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In addition to the relations above if the particles A†K of the same mass with
K ∈ K are bound states of particles A†I and A†J with I ∈ I and J ∈ J then the
vertex operators AI and AJ must satisfy the following bootstrap conditions
AI(θ
′ + iu+)AJ(θ − iu−) = i
θ′ − θ
∑
K∈K
ΓKIJAK(θ) +O(1) , θ′ → θ . (2.14)
Here ΓKIJ are some constants, and u± are found from the equations
u+ + u− = uKIJ , mI sin u+ = mJ sin u− , (2.15)
and the scattering matrix of the particles A†I and A†J has a pole at θ = iuKIJ . The
mass of the bound state A†K is equal to mK = mI cos u+ +mJ cos u−. The relations
(2.14) can be inverted and used to derive the vertex operators for the bound states
from the vertex operators for elementary particles.
Let us now assume that a representation of the extended ZF algebra is con-
structed and the vertex operators act in some space piA. According to Lukyanov a
local operator O of the model under consideration corresponds to a linear operator
Λ(O) acting in piA which satisfies the following two conditions
eθKΛ(O)e−θK = eθs(O)Λ(O) , Λ(O)AI(θ) = e2piiΩ(O,I)AI(θ)Λ(O) , (2.16)
where s(O) is the spin of the local operator O(x), and Ω(O, I) appears if the particle
A†I has nontrivial statistics with respect to O(x). Then, the form factor (2.10) is
given by the formula
FK1...Kn(θ1, . . . , θn) = NO
TrpiA
[
e2piiKΛ(O)AKn(θn) · · ·AK1(θ1)
]
TrpiA [e
2piiK]
, (2.17)
where the normalization constant NO depends only on the local operator O and has
to be fixed by other means. Assuming that (2.17) satisfy the necessary analyticity
properties, the form factor axioms then follow from the cyclicity of the trace and the
defining relations of the extended ZF algebra.
2.3 Free field realization of the extended ZF algebra
Another important observation by [11] is that for many models the extended ZF
algebra can be realized in terms of free bosons. Let us sketch the idea of the con-
struction. One considers particles of the same mass belonging to a highest weight
irreducible representation of the symmetry algebra of the model under study. Then
the highest weight vertex operator A1 satisfies the following simple relation
A1(θ1)A1(θ2) = S(θ12)A1(θ2)A1(θ1) . (2.18)
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C 0
t
Figure 1: The integration contour C0 in the integral
∫
C0
dt
2pii F (t) ln(−t).
Here the scattering matrix S(θ) of the two highest weight particles obeys S(0) = −1,
and admits the representation
S(θ) =
g(−θ)
g(θ)
, (2.19)
where g(θ) is an analytic function without zeroes and poles in the lower half plane
Im(θ) ≤ 0 except a simple zero at θ = 0, and
∂θ ln g(θ) = O(1
θ
) , θ →∞ , Im(θ) ≤ 0 . (2.20)
These properties of g(θ) imply that for Im(θ) < 0 it admits the following integral
representation
g(θ) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
f(t)e−iθt
)
, (2.21)
where f(t) asymptotes to 1 at large t. The function f(t) does not have to vanish at
t = 0, and the integrals of the form ∫ ∞
0
dt F (t) (2.22)
will be always understood as [34]∫ ∞
0
dt F (t) ≡
∫
C0
dt
2pii
F (t) ln(−t) , (2.23)
where the integration contour C0 goes from +∞+i0 above the real axis, then around
zero, and finally below the real axis to +∞− i0, see Figure 1. Let us also mention
that for real values of θ the scattering matrix S(θ) has the integral representation
S(θ) = exp
(
−2i
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
f(t) sin(θt)
)
. (2.24)
Let us now introduce the bosonic operators satisfying the commutation relations
[a(t), a(t′)] = tf(t)δ(t+ t′) , (2.25)
where a(t) and a(−t) for t > 0 are the annihilation and creation operators, respec-
tively
a(t)|0〉 = 0 for t > 0 . (2.26)
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We use the operators to define the following free bosonic field
φ(θ) = Q+
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
a(t)eiθt , (2.27)
which satisfies the following relations
[φ(θ1), φ(θ2)] = lnS(θ21) , 〈φ(θ1)φ(θ2)〉 = − ln g(θ21) . (2.28)
The operator Q is a zero mode coordinate operator which commutes with a(t). It
appears in an explicit ultraviolet regularization of the free field [11]. In addition
a regularized free field also contains the zero mode momentum operator P which
annihilates the vacuum |0〉 and also commutes with a(t). In fact, as will be explained,
P is an element of the Cartan subalgebra of the symmetry algebra of the model. The
regularized free fields for the GN model are discussed in appendix E.
The field φ is used to construct the basic vertex operator
V (θ) =: eiφ(θ) : , (2.29)
which satisfies the ZF algebra relation (2.18) and
V (θ1)V (θ2) = g(θ21) : V (θ1)V (θ2) : . (2.30)
The highest weight vertex operator A1 is then realized as
A1(θ) = ω1V (θ) , (2.31)
where ω1 is a “Klein” factor which commutes with V (θ) and might be necessary to
satisfy all the ZF algebra relations.
The remaining vertex operators are then obtained by acting on the highest weight
vertex operator A1 by the lowering symmetry operators (“screening charges”) J −k .
The action of J −k on the vertex operators depends on the coproduct of the symmetry
algebra. In particular in the case of a quantum group with the deformation parameter
q the vertex operators are constructed as
A1(θ) = ω1V (θ) , Ak+1(θ) = J −k Ak(θ)− q Ak(θ)J −k , k = 1, 2, . . . . (2.32)
A free field representation of J −k is found by assuming the following ansatz2
J −k ∼
∫
C
dα : eiφk(α) : , (2.33)
where the commutation relations of the free fields φk with φ and themselves, and the
integration contour C are determined by requiring that (2.32) satisfies the extended
ZF algebra. In the next section we discuss how this works for the chiral GN model.
2This ansatz does not work if the symmetry algebra is the sum of two algebras.
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3. Free field representation of the GN model ZF algebra
It appears that if one omits the Klein factors mentioned in the previous section then
Lukyanov’s procedure gives a free field representation for the ZF algebra of a model
with a twisted S-matrix. It is invariant under the sl(N) algebra with a rather unusual
coproduct which however implies the action (2.32) with q = −1 of the sl(N) lowering
generators on the vertex operators.
3.1 Twisted GN S-matrix
There is a simple generalisation of the standard SU(N)-invariant R-matrix R(θ). One
can check that the R-matrix of the form
RΣ(θ) =
θΣ− 2pii
N
P
θ − 2pii
N
, (3.1)
where Σ is a diagonal matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter Equation (YBE) and the
unitarity condition if and only if Σ is given by
Σ =
N∑
i,j=1
sijEii ⊗ Ejj , sijsji = 1 ∀ i, j . (3.2)
In particular the coefficients sij satisfy the conditions sii = ±1 for any i. The physical
unitary condition requires Σ to be unitary and therefore sij = e
iφij where φij are real
and obey φij + φji = 0 mod 2pi.
One can use RΣ to define the twisted GN S-matrix as SΣ = S(θ)RΣ. It is unclear
if such a twisted S-matrix corresponds to any local field theory which would be a
multi-parameter deformation of the GN model. The ZF algebra with the twisted GN
S-matrix SΣ has the form
AΣ1 (θ1)AΣ2 (θ2) = AΣ2 (θ2)AΣ1 (θ1)SΣ12(θ12) , (3.3)
where AΣ is a row AΣ = AΣi Ei with AΣi being the ZF vertex operators. The relations
can be written explicitly in components
AΣi (θ1)A
Σ
i (θ2) = siiS(θ12)A
Σ
i (θ2)A
Σ
i (θ1) , (3.4)
AΣi (θ1)A
Σ
j (θ2) = S(θ12)
[
sijθ12
θ12 − 2piiN
AΣj (θ2)A
Σ
i (θ1)−
2pii
N
θ12 − 2piiN
AΣi (θ2)A
Σ
j (θ1)
]
. (3.5)
Notice that only the transition amplitudes depend on the twist parameters sij. From
eqs.(3.4, 3.5) one can see that if sii = 1 and sij = −1 for i 6= j then for each pair of
indices i, j the ZF relations are the same as for the SU(2) Thirring model discussed
by Lukyanov. It is therefore not surprising that a free field representation for the ZF
algebra of the GN model is related to the twisted S-matrix with Σ of the form
Σ(−1) =
N∑
i=1
Eii ⊗ Eii −
N∑
i 6=j
Eii ⊗ Ejj = 2
N∑
i=1
Eii ⊗ Eii − I . (3.6)
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To simplify the notations in what follows we denote the twisted S-matrix SΣ(−1) as
S(−1). It is easy to check that S(−1) satisfies the invariance conditions
S(−1) ∆(−1)(J−k ) = ∆
op
(−1)(J
−
k )S
(−1) , (3.7)
where J−k = Ek+1k are the sl(N) lowering generators in the rank-1 fundamental
representation, ∆op(−1)(J) ≡ P∆(−1)(J)P and
∆(−1)(J−k ) = J
−
k ⊗ I+ I⊗ J−k − 2(Ekk + Ek+1k+1)⊗ J−k , (3.8)
is the coproduct. It is defined in the same way on the raising generators, and it is
extended to the whole sl(N) algebra via the commutation relations.
Let us introduce the ZF vertex operators Zi satisfying the relations (3.4, 3.5)
with sii = 1 and sij = −1 for i 6= j
Zi(θ1)Zi(θ2) = S(θ12)Zi(θ2)Zi(θ1) , (3.9)
Zi(θ1)Zj(θ2) = S(θ12)
[
− θ12
θ12 − 2piiN
Zj(θ2)Zi(θ1)−
2pii
N
θ12 − 2piiN
Zi(θ2)Zj(θ1)
]
, (3.10)
and assume that a free field representation for Z1 and the lowering operators χ
−
i
is found. Then the coproduct (3.8) implies that all the other vertex operators are
obtained through the formulas
Zi+1(θ) = χ
−
i Zi(θ) + Zi(θ)χ
−
i . (3.11)
Then, one can construct operators AΣi satisfying the ZF algebra with SΣ and all
sii = 1 through the formula
AΣi (θ) = ωi Zi(θ) , (3.12)
where the “Klein” factors ωi commute with Zj and satisfy the following algebra
ωiωj + sijωjωi = 0 , i 6= j . (3.13)
In particular for the canonical (untwisted) S-matrix sij = 1 and if one also imposes
extra conditions ω2i = ηii where ηii are equal to either 1 or −1 then it is just the
Clifford algebra. In the general case the relations (3.13) can be solved by representing
ωi as zero mode “vertex” operators
ωi = Γi e
iϕi , [ϕi, ϕj] = iφij , (3.14)
where Γi satisfy the Clifford algebra ΓiΓj + ΓjΓi = 2ηij with ηij = ηiiδij. In what
follows we find it convenient to choose ηii in such a way that Γ ≡ Γ1Γ2 · · ·ΓN satisfies
the condition Γ = 1 for odd N which can be achieved by choosing ηii = 1 for
i = 1, · · ·N − 1 and ΓN = ΓN−1 · · ·Γ1, while for even N the element Γ satisfies the
condition Γ2 = 1.
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Thus it is sufficient to find a free field representation for Zi only. In what follows
we will be interested only in the untwisted case and we will denote the corresponding
vertex operators as Ai without any superscript.
To conclude this discussion let us also mention that introducing the twist
F12 =
N∑
i,j=1
e−iτijEii ⊗ Ejj , F21 ≡ PF12 P , (3.15)
where the parameters τij satisfy the conditions τij − τji = φij mod 2pi, one can easily
check that RΣ is a twisted R-matrix
RΣ = F21RF−112 , (3.16)
and therefore it satisfies the invariance conditions
∆opF (J)R
Σ = RΣ ∆F(J) , (3.17)
where J are sl(N) generators, ∆opF (J) = P∆F(J)P and
∆F(J) = F12 (J1 + J2)F−112 , (3.18)
is the twisted coproduct.3 There is however no twist which would lead to the co-
product (3.8).
3.2 Free fields
According to the discussion in subsection 2.3, to construct a free field representation
for the vertex operators Zk of the elementary particles of the twisted ZF algebra (3.9,
3.10) one needs a bosonic operator a0(t) for the highest weight vertex operator Z1, and
N−1 bosonic operators ak(t) for the lowering operators χ−k . For any µ the operators
aµ(t) and aµ(−t) for t > 0 are the annihilation and creation operators, respectively:
aµ(t)|0〉 = 0 for t > 0. Since (N -1)-particle bound states are antiparticles of the
elementary particles, only N − 1 bosonic operators may be independent.
The commutation relations of the operators aµ can be written in the uniform
form
[aµ(t), aν(t
′)] = tfµν(t)δ(t+ t′) , µ = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 , (3.19)
where fµν must satisfy the relations fµν(−t) = fνµ(t). In addition we also impose
the conditions fνµ(t) = fµν(t) which were satisfied in the N = 2 case, and appear to
hold for general N too. We also introduce the zero mode operators Qµ and Pµ such
that Pµ|0〉 = 0. Their commutation relations are listed in appendix E but will not
be important in this section.
3Strictly speaking one should consider gl(N) (or u(N) if F is unitary) because for generic F the
coproduct of J which is from sl(N) is not in the tensor product of two universal enveloping sl(N)
algebras.
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We then define the free fields
φµ(θ) = Qµ +
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
aµ(t)e
iθt , (3.20)
which satisfy the following relations
[φµ(θ1), φν(θ2)] = lnSµν(θ2 − θ1) , 〈φµ(θ1)φν(θ2)〉 = − ln gµν(θ2 − θ1) . (3.21)
Here the S-matrices Sµν and Green’s functions gµν are related to fµν as follows
Sµν(θ) = exp
(
−2i
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
fµν(t) sin(θt)
)
, gµν(θ) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
fµν(t)e
−iθt
)
,
(3.22)
and they are related to each other as
Sµν(θ) =
gµν(−θ)
gµν(θ)
. (3.23)
The fields φµ are used to construct the basic vertex operators
Vµ(θ) =: e
iφµ(θ) : , (3.24)
which obey the following relations
Vµ(θ1)Vν(θ2) = gµν(θ21) : Vµ(θ1)Vν(θ2) : , Vµ(θ1)Vν(θ2) = Sµν(θ12)Vν(θ2)Vµ(θ1) .
(3.25)
The free field realization of the ZF algebra with the twisted S-matrix S(−1) is con-
structed as follows
Z1(θ) = ρ V0(θ) , ρ = e
ipi
N eγ
N−1
2N N−
1
2N , χ−k = ρχ
∫
C
dαVk(α) , ρχ =
eγ
2pi
,
Zk+1(θ) = χ
−
k Zk(θ) + Zk(θ)χ
−
k , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 . (3.26)
Here γ is Euler’s constant and the normalization constants for Z1 and χ
−
k have been
chosen for future convenience. Then the integration contour C in χ−k depends on
operators located to the right or to the left of χ−k and is specified for any operator χ
which involves integration as follows [11]. One first brings the product of all vertex
operators in a monomial containing χ to the normal form which is considered as a
regular operator. This produces a product of various Green’s functions which may
have poles. Then the contour C runs from Reα = −∞ to Reα = +∞ and it lies
above all poles due to operators to the right of χ but below all poles due to operators
to the left of χ. Note that if one then acts by the resulting monomial operator on other
operators the contour C should be additionally deformed according to the procedure
described. As an example, let us consider the monomial V0(θL)χ
−
1 V0(θR,1)V2(θR,2)
and assume for definiteness that θR,1 < θL < θR,2. One gets
V0(θL)χ
−
1 V0(θR,1)V2(θR,2) =
∫
C
dα : V0(θL)V1(α)V0(θR,1)V2(θR,2) :
×g01(α− θL)g10(θR,1 − α)g12(θR,2 − α)g00(θR,1 − θL)g02(θR,2 − θL)g02(θR,2 − θR,1) .
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C
α
θR, 1 +
ipi
N
θR, 1 +
ipi
N
θ L --
ipi
N θR, 1 +
ipi
N
θR, 2 +
ipi
N
Figure 2: The integration contour C in the monomial V0(θL)χ
−
1 V0(θR,1)V2(θR,2).
As will be shown below the Green’s functions which depend on α are equal to
g01(α) = g10(α) = g12(α) = − ie
−γ
α + ipi
N
,
and therefore the poles are at
α = θL − ipi
N
, α = θR,1 +
ipi
N
, α = θR,2 +
ipi
N
.
Thus the integration contour C runs above θR,1 +
ipi
N
and θR,2 +
ipi
N
but below θL− ipiN ,
see Figure 2.
Matrix elements of the ZF operators are therefore given by multiple integrals.
One sometimes needs to compute integrals of functions which behave as 1/α for large
α. They should be computed with the principle value prescription. In particular∫∞
−∞ dα/(α∓ i) = ±pii.
The ZF operators Ak of the GN model are then constructed as
Ak(θ) = ΓkZk(θ) , J −k = Γk+1Γ−1k χ−k ,
Ak+1(θ) = J −k Ak(θ)− Ak(θ)J −k , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (3.27)
where J −k are the sl(N) algebra lowering generators.
Let us now sketch how the commutation relations between aµ can be found.
From the discussion in subsection 2.3 and eq.(2.6) we conclude that
f00(t) =
sinh (N−1)pit
N
sinhpit
e
pi|t|
N , g00(θ) = e
(N−1)(γ+log(2pi))
N
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
) , (3.28)
where γ is Euler’s constant. Then the commutation relations between a0 and a1 can
be easily guessed by generalising the N = 2 relations from [11]
f01(t) = −e
pi|t|
N , g01(θ) = − ie
−γ
θ + ipi
N
, f11(t) = 1+e
2pi|t|
N , g11(θ) = −e2γθ
(
θ +
2ipi
N
)
.
(3.29)
It is straightforward to check that Z1 and Z2 indeed obey the ZF algebra relations
(3.9, 3.10). To find the remaining commutation relations one notices that since χ−k
basically are sl(N) algebra generators they should have the following properties
χ−k χ
−
m = χ
−
mχ
−
k if |k −m| 6= 1 , (3.30)
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and
χ−k Zm(θ) = Zm(θ)χ
−
k unless m = k or m = k + 1 . (3.31)
In addition, for m = k + 1 one should find
χ−k Zk+1(θ) = −Zk+1(θ)χ−k . (3.32)
This indeed can be checked for k = 1 by using the g01 and g11 functions. To this end
one should use (3.26) for Z2 and take the integration contours in χ
−
1 to the real line.
Then the integrand in the double integral can be symmetrized in the integration
variables and gives 0, and the integrands in the single integrals appearing due to the
poles in g01 sum up to 0 as well. Eq.(3.32) can in fact be used to find g11.
It is then easy to check that the commutativity of Z1 with χ
−
2 guaranties that Z1
and Z3 satisfy the ZF algebra relation (3.10). The relations (3.30, 3.31) show that
only adjacent operators can have nontrivial commutation relations, and therefore
only the functions gµµ and gµ,µ±1 = gµ±1,µ are nontrivial. Thus, using the integration
contour prescription and the relations (3.25) one can represent Zk+1 in the following
(slightly symbolic) form
Zk+1(θ) = ρ
∫
Ck
dαk · · ·
∫
C1
dα1
k∏
j=1
gsj−1,j(αj − αj−1) : V0(θ)V1(α1) · · ·Vk(αk) : ,
(3.33)
where α0 ≡ θ and
gsj−1,j(α) ≡ ρχ
(
gj−1,j(α) + gj−1,j(−α)
)
. (3.34)
The integration contour Cj runs below the poles of gj−1,j(αj − αj−1) and above the
poles of gj−1,j(αj−1 − αj). Strictly speaking (3.33) is a sum of 2k integrals with
contours specified by the product of gj−1,j functions in each integrand. Only Z2 is
given exactly by (3.33) with gs01(α) = − 1/Nα2+pi2/N2 and the poles of gs01 at α1 = θ − ipiN
and α1 = θ +
ipi
N
lying above and below C1, respectively.
To find the function g12 (and therefore f12) one can use the requirement of the
commutativity of Z3 with χ
−
1 which also implies that Z2 and Z3 satisfy the ZF algebra
relation (3.10). Then one gets
χ−1 Z3
(
θ
)
= ρ
∫
Cα1
dα1
∫
Cβ2
dβ2
∫
Cβ1
dβ1 g
s
01(β1 − θ)gs12(β2 − β1) (3.35)
× g01(θ − α1)g12(β2 − α1)g11(β1 − α1) : V0(θ)V1(α1)V1(β1)V2(β2) : ,
Z3
(
θ
)
χ−1 = ρ
∫
Cα1
dα1
∫
Cβ2
dβ2
∫
Cβ1
dβ1 g
s
01(β1 − θ)gs12(β2 − β1) (3.36)
× g01(α1 − θ)g12(α1 − β2)g11(α1 − β1) : V0(θ)V1(α1)V1(β1)V2(β2) : .
If the integration contours Cα1 and C
β
1 , C
β
2 were the same in all the integrals (recall
that both (3.35) and (3.36) are sums of 4 integrals), e.g. they all would coincide
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with the real line, then one could symmetrize the integrands with respect to α1
and β1. Then assuming that g12 has only one pole (as it is for g01) and imposing
the requirement that the symmetrized integrands in (3.35) and (3.36) are equal to
each other, one immediately finds that g12 = g01. Making the integration contours
coincide with the real line produces extra terms due to the poles of the g01’s, and
one has to check that these extra terms cancel out as well. One can do this, and a
lengthy computation indeed shows that if g12 = g01, then χ
−
1 Z3(θ) = Z3(θ)χ
−
1 . The
function g22 is found by imposing the ZF algebra relation (3.9) on Z3 and appears
to be equal to g11. The same considerations are used to determine the remaining
functions, and one finally reaches the natural conclusion
fj,j+1(t) = f01(t) , gj,j+1(θ) = g01(θ) , fjj(t) = f11(t) , gjj(θ) = g11(θ) . (3.37)
The functions fµν , gµν and Sµν are listed explicitly in the appendix B. Thus all the
functions gsj−1,j are given by
gsj−1,j(α) = −
1/N
α2 + pi2/N2
, j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (3.38)
and the integration contour Cj in (3.33) runs below the pole of gj−1,j(αj − αj−1) at
αj = αj−1 − ipiN and above the pole of gj−1,j(αj−1 − αj) at αj = αj−1 + ipiN .
The free field representation for the ZF algebra with the twisted S-matrix S(−1)
first appeared in [33] where it was obtained by taking a proper limit of the free boson
realization of the type-I vertex operators of the A
(1)
N−1 spin chain constructed in [35].
However it is claimed in [33] that it is a representation of the ZF algebra with the
canonical S-matrix which disagrees with our consideration. It is noticed in [33] that
the commutation relations for the operators ak can be written in the nice form
[ai(t), aj(t
′)] = t
sinh
aijpit
N
sinh pit
N
e
pi|t|
N δ(t+ t′) , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 , (3.39)
where aij = 2δij − δi−1,j − δi+1,j is the Cartan matrix of type AN−1. Then, the
operator a0 is expressed as the following linear combination of ak
a0(t) = −
N−1∑
k=1
sinh (N−k)pit
N
sinhpit
ak(t) . (3.40)
Finally, another linear combination of ak
aN(t) = −
N−1∑
k=1
sinh kpit
N
sinhpit
ak(t) , (3.41)
is used in [33] to construct the vertex operator VN(θ) =: e
iφN (θ) : for the bound state
Z12...N−1 which is the antiparticle of ZN . Vertex operators for bound states will be
discussed in more detail in section 4.
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3.3 The angular Hamiltonian
The next step in constructing a free field representation is to find the angular Hamil-
tonian. The most general Hamiltonian we might expect would be of the form
K = i
∫ ∞
0
dt
N−1∑
i,j=1
hij(t)ai(−t)aj(t) , (3.42)
where the (anti-)hermiticity condition for K requires the functions hij to obey hij =
hji, and we assume that hij are even fuctions of t: hij(−t) = hij(t). We wish to
satisfy the relations (2.13)
d
dθ
Zj(θ) = − [K, Zj(θ)] , (3.43)
where we set ΩI = 0 because as we will see in a moment they do vanish for the
representation we consider. Computing the derivative of (3.33) with respect to θ it
is straightforward to show that
d
dθ
Zk+1(θ) = ρ
∫
Ck
dαk · · ·
∫
C1
dα1
k∏
j=1
gsj−1,j(αj − αj−1)
×
k∑
j=0
(
∂
∂αj
)
: V0(α0)V1(α1) · · ·Vk(αk) : . (3.44)
Thus it is sufficient to find K such that
[K, Vµ(θ)] = − d
dθ
Vµ(θ) , µ = 0, 1, . . . , N . (3.45)
We get
− d
dθ
Vµ(θ) = −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiθt : aµ(t)e
iφµ(θ) : , (3.46)
and
[K, Vµ(θ)] =: [K, iφµ(θ)]eiφµ(θ) := −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiθt : fµk(t)hkj(t)aj(t)e
iφµ(θ) : . (3.47)
Thus hij can be found from the equations
N−1∑
k=1
f0k(t)hkj(t) = −
sinh N−j
N
pit
sinhpit
,
N−1∑
k=1
fik(t)hkj(t) = δij . (3.48)
Solving these equations one gets
hij(t) =
sinh i
N
pit
sinh pit
N
sinh N−j
N
pit
sinhpit
e−
pi
N
t , hji(t) = hij(t) , i ≤ j . (3.49)
It is worth mentioning that the matrix h with the entries hij is inverse to the matrix
f with the entries fij which will be important in computing the form factors.
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4. Bound states
Let us recall that a rank-r particle created by a ZF operator A†K(θ), K = (k1, . . . , kr),
1 ≤ k1 < k2 < · · · < kr ≤ N is a bound state of elementary particles A†kj . Thus
the vertex operators AK can be obtained from the vertex operators Akj by using the
fusion procedure. We first construct the vertex operators ZK for the bound states of
the twisted S-matrix S(−1) which will be normalised so that they satisfy the relations
ZK(θ
′ + ipi)ZL(θ) = − iδKL
θ′ − θ +O(1) , θ
′ → θ . (4.1)
The vertex operator AK of a rank-r particle is then given by
AK = ΓKZK , ΓK ≡ Γk1Γk2 · · ·Γkr , (4.2)
and the formula (4.1) for AK takes the form
AK(θ
′ + ipi)AL(θ) = −iΓ KL
θ′ − θ +O(1) , θ
′ → θ , (4.3)
where Γ ≡ Γ1Γ2 · · ·ΓN . Since ΓiΓj + ΓjΓi = 2ηij with ηij = ηiiδij then for odd
N one can choose the first N − 1 ηi’s to be 1, and ΓN = ΓN−1ΓN−2 · · ·Γ1 so that
Γ2N = ηN = (−1)
N−1
2 . Then Γ = 1 and the relation (4.3) takes the usual form. On
the other hand if N is even then Γ is not proportional to the identity matrix but
one can choose ηN so that it obeys Γ
2 = 1. To satisfy the form factor axioms one
then should insert under the trace in the form factor formula (2.17) the projection
operator 1
2
(1 + Γ).
4.1 Fused vertex operators
It is clear from the ZF algebra (or the S-matrix) that if i 6= j then Zi and Zj can
form a two-particle bound state because
Zi(θ1)Zj(θ2) = −
2pii
N
S(2pii
N
)
θ12 − 2piiN
(
Zi(θ2)Zj(θ1) +Zj(θ2)Zi(θ1)
)
+ . . . , θ12 → 2pii
N
. (4.4)
Let us introduce the following fused vertex operators of rank-r
Zk1...kr(θ) ≡ lim
i+1,i→0
r∏
j=2
(ij+1,j)Zk1
(
θ1
)
Zk2
(
θ2
) · · ·Zkr(θr) , θj ≡ θ + iur−2j+1 + j ,
(4.5)
where all indices ka are different (if two indices coincide the fused operator vanishes),
uk ≡ piN k, 1 = 0 and all jk ≡ j − k do not vanish until one takes the limits. The
fused operators satisfy the following relation
Zk1...kr(θ) = lim
→0
iZk1...kp(θ + iur−p)Zkp+1...kr(θ − iup + ) , (4.6)
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where p is any integer between 1 and r.
By using the fused vertex operators we can write
Zi(θ1)Zj(θ2) =
i
θ12 − 2piiN
Zij(θ) + . . . , θj → θ + iu3−2j . (4.7)
Note that Zij = Zji because the twisted S-matrix has a pole in the symmetric
channel, and moreover the associativity of the ZF algebra implies that a general
rank-r fused operator (4.5) is also symmetric under the exchange of its indices.
It is clear that a two-particle bound state ZF vertex operator is given by
Zij(θ) = N2Zij(θ) , (4.8)
where N2 is a normalization constant. The mass of the two-particle bound state
is equal to m2 = m sin u2/ sin u1 where m is the mass of elementary particles. It is
not difficult to see that Zi and Zjk with all indices different can also form a bound
state which is a three-particle bound state of the mass m3 = m sin u3/ sin u1, and the
corresponding ZF vertex operator can be defined as
Zijk(θ) = N3Zijk(θ) (4.9)
= N3 lim
→0
i Zi(θ + iu2)Zjk(θ − iu1 + ) = N3 lim
→0
iZij(θ + iu1)Zk(θ − iu2 + ) .
This procedure can be repeated and one introduces the ZF vertex operator for a
r-particle bound state of mass mr = m sin ur/ sin u1 by the formula
Zk1...kr(θ) = Nr Zk1...kr(θ) . (4.10)
Since Zk1...kr is symmetric under the exchange of the indices we can use the canonical
ordering k1 < k2 < · · · < kr which also shows that the bound states of the twisted
model are indeed in one-to-one correspondence with the bound states of the chiral
GN model. The normalization constants Nr have to be chosen so that the bound
state ZF vertex operators satisfy the relations (4.1)
ZK(θ
′+ipi)ZK(θ) = NrNN−r ZK(θ′+ipi)ZK(θ) = −
i
θ′ − θ+O(1) , θ
′ → θ , (4.11)
where K = (k1, . . . , kr) is a bound state index, and K ∪ K = (1, 2, . . . , N) (after
reordering the indices). It is not difficult to see that NrNN−r is independent of K
because according to (4.6)
lim
→0
iZK(θ+ipi)ZK(θ+) = Z12...N(θ+iuk) ≡ VN =⇒ NrNN−r = −
1
VN , (4.12)
where one has to show that VN is indeed a constant. The computation of VN is
outlined in appendix C where it is shown that with our choice of ρ and ρχ it is equal
to −1, and therefore in what follows we choose Nr = 1 for any r.
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4.2 Highest weight bound state vertex operators
As was discussed in section 3 all vertex operators Zk for elementary particles can be
obtained from the highest weight vertex operator Z1 by acting on it with the lowering
symmetry operators χ−k . It appears that the same is true for the bound state vertex
operators. Any rank-r vertex operator is generated from the highest weight vertex
operator Z12...r. Indeed, one has (dropping i and θ for clarity)
Z1...r−1,r+1 = Z1...r−1Zr+1 = Z1...r−1
(
χ−r Zr + Zrχ
−
r
)
= χ−r Z1...r−1Zr + Z1...r−1Zrχ
−
r = χ
−
r Z1...r + Z1...rχ
−
r . (4.13)
It is clear then that Z1...r−1,j+1 for j ≥ r is given by
Z1...r−1,j+1(θ) = χ−j Z1...r−1,j(θ) + Z1...r−1,j(θ)χ
−
j , (4.14)
as desired. To obtain Z1...r−2,r,r+1 we act on Z1...r−1,r+1 by χ−r−1. Having found
Z1...r−2,r,r+1 we then construct all Z1...r−2,r,j+1, and then Z1...r−2,r+1,j+2, and so on.
The simplest case is provided by rank–(N -1) vertex operators. They are obtained
from ZN ≡ Z12...N−1 which is the antiparticle of ZN . Acting on ZN with χ−N−1 one
creates ZN−1 ≡ Z1...N−2,N which is the antiparticle of ZN−1. Then, acting on ZN−1
with χ−N−2 one creates ZN−2 ≡ Z1...N−3,N−1,N which is the antiparticle of ZN−2, and
so on
Zk(θ) = χ
−
k Zk+1(θ) + Zk+1(θ)χ
−
k , k = N − 1, . . . , 1 . (4.15)
The resulting formula agrees with the one in [33].
The highest weight vertex operators Z12...r can be simplified to an explicit form
which contains no integrals at all. The derivation is presented in appendix C and
here we just state the result
Z12...r(θ) = CN,rV(r)(θ) , V(r)(θ) ≡ :
r−1∏
k=0
r∏
j=k+1
Vk
(
θ + iur+k−2j+1
)
: . (4.16)
Here the normalization constant CN,r is given by
CN,r = e
ipir
N eγ
r(N−r)
2N N−
r
2N (2pi)
(r−1)(2N−r)
2N
r−1∏
j=1
1
Γ
(
j
N
) , (4.17)
and the fused vertex operator V(r) can be written in the usual form
V(r)(θ) = : e
iφ(r)(θ) : , φ(r)(θ) = :
r−1∑
k=0
r∑
j=k+1
φk
(
θ + iur+k−2j+1
)
: =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
a(r)(t)e
iθt ,
(4.18)
where
a(r)(t) =
r−1∑
k=0
ak
sinh r−k
N
pit
sinh pit
N
. (4.19)
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Notice that V(1) = V0 and V(N−1) = VN as follows from (3.40, 3.41). The requirement
that the fused vertex operator Z12...N is the constant CN,N = VN = −1, or equiva-
lently V(N) = 1, leads to the relation (3.40) between a0 and ak which can be imposed
because it is consistent with the commutation relations (3.19) between aµ. For the
highest weight vertex operator ZN the formula also simplifies
ZN(θ) = CN,N−1VN(θ) , (4.20)
where
CN,N−1 = −eγ
(N−1)
2N N
1
2N (−2pi)−1/NΓ
(
N − 1
N
)
. (4.21)
This concludes the construction of the free field representation of the extended
ZF algebra, and now we turn to the determination of operators Λ representing local
operators of the chiral GN model.
5. Local operators
In this section we construct a large set of operators which commute with the ZF
vertex operators, and can be used to generate form factors of local operators of the
chiral GN model. The consideration generalises the one in [11] where the N = 2 case
was discussed in detail.
5.1 Primed ZF operators
We follow [11] and introduce auxiliary operators a′µ , Q
′
µ related to aµ , Qµ by
a′µ(t) = −e−
pi|t|
N aµ(t) , Q
′
µ = −Qµ . (5.1)
The commutation relations of the operators a′µ have the form
[a′µ(t), a
′
ν(t
′)] = tf ′′µν(t)δ(t+ t
′) , [a′µ(t), aν(t
′)] = tf ′µν(t)δ(t+ t
′) , (5.2)
where f ′′µν and f
′
µν satisfy the same symmetry relations as fµν(t), and are listed
explicitly in the appendix B. We also define the free fields
φ′µ(θ) = Q
′
µ +
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
a′µ(t)e
iθt , µ = 0, 1, . . . , N , (5.3)
which satisfy the following relations
〈φ′µ(θ1)φ′ν(θ2)〉 = − ln g′′µν(θ2 − θ1) ,
〈φµ(θ1)φ′ν(θ2)〉 = 〈φ′µ(θ1)φν(θ2)〉 = − ln g′µν(θ2 − θ1) ,
(5.4)
where the functions can be found in appendix B.
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The fields φ′µ are used to construct the primed vertex operators
V ′µ(θ) =: e
iφ′µ(θ) : , (5.5)
and the primed Z ′k+1
Z ′1(θ) = ρ
′ V ′0(θ) , ρ
′ = eγ
(N−1)
2N N
1
2N , χ+k = ρχ
∫
C
dαV ′k(α) ,
Z ′k+1(θ) = Z
′
k(θ)χ
+
k + χ
+
k Z
′
k(θ) , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 ,
(5.6)
where the integration contour C in χ+k is determined in the same way as for χ
−
k .
Then one gets the following representation
Z ′k+1(θ) = ρ
′
∫
Ck
dαk · · ·
∫
C1
dα1
k∏
j=1
g′′j−1,j
s (αj − αj−1) : V ′0(θ)V ′1(α1) · · ·V ′k(αk) : ,
(5.7)
where α0 ≡ θ and
g′′j−1,j
s (α) ≡ ρχ
(
g′′j−1,j(α) + g
′′
j−1,j(−α)
)
=
1/N
α2 + pi2/N2
, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 . (5.8)
The integration contour Cj runs above the pole of g
′′
j−1,j(αj−1−αj) at αj = αj−1− ipiN
and below the pole of g′′j−1,j(αj −αj−1) at αj = αj−1 + ipiN because g′′j,j+1(θ) = − ie
−γ
θ− ipi
N
.
Thus for θ ∈ R all the contours coincide with the real line.
The primed operators A′k of the GN model are then constructed as
A′k(θ) = Γ
−1
k Z
′
k(θ) , J +k = ΓkΓ−1k+1χ−k ,
A′k+1(θ) = A
′
k(θ)J +k − J +k A′k(θ) , k = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (5.9)
where J +k are the sl(N) algebra raising generators.
Similar to the χ−k operators, χ
+
k satisfy the following properties
χ+k χ
+
m = χ
+
mχ
+
k if |k −m| 6= 1 , (5.10)
and
χ+k Z
′
m(θ) = Z
′
m(θ)χ
+
k unless m = k or m = k + 1 . (5.11)
Then, for m = k + 1 one finds
χ+k Z
′
k+1(θ) = −Z ′k+1(θ)χ+k , (5.12)
because in the primed case the integration contour in χ+k runs between the poles, and
the integrand can therefore be symmetrized in the integration variables to give the
result. In addition to these properties there are a number of similar mixed relations
between primed and unprimed operators. The obvious relations are
χ+k χ
−
k+1 = −χ−k+1χ+k , χ−k χ+k+1 = −χ+k+1χ−k , χ+k χ−m = χ−mχ+k , if |k −m| > 1 ,
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χ+k Zm(θ) = Zm(θ)χ
+
k , χ
−
k Z
′
m(θ) = Z
′
m(θ)χ
−
k if m < k ,
χ+k Zk(θ) = −Zk(θ)χ+k , χ−k Z ′k(θ) = −Z ′k(θ)χ−k . (5.13)
Then one can show that [
χ+k , χ
−
k
] ' Pk . (5.14)
This relation only holds for arbitrary matrix elements of Zk’s and Z
′
k’s but not in
the operator form which is reflected in '. This is the most important relation, and
together with [
Pk, Zk
]
= Zk ,
[
Pk, Z
′
k
]
= −Z ′k , (5.15)
it can be used to prove that
χ+k Zk+1(θ) + Zk+1(θ)χ
+
k ' Zk(θ) , χ−k Z ′k+1(θ) + Z ′k+1(θ)χ−k ' Z ′k(θ) , (5.16)
χ+k Zm(θ) ' Zm(θ)χ+k , χ−k Z ′m(θ) ' Z ′m(θ)χ−k if m > k + 1 .
A straightforward computation then shows that the primed ZF operators satisfy
the following relations
Z ′i(θ1)Z
′
i(θ2) = S
′′(θ12)Z ′i(θ2)Z
′
i(θ1) , (5.17)
Z ′i(θ1)Z
′
j(θ2) = S
′′(θ12)
[
− θ12
θ12 +
2pii
N
Z ′j(θ2)Z
′
i(θ1) +
2pii
N
θ12 +
2pii
N
Z ′i(θ2)Z
′
j(θ1)
]
, (5.18)
where
S ′′(θ) = g′′(−θ)/g′′(θ) = Γ
(
1− iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
N
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
)
Γ
(
1
N
− iθ
2pi
) . (5.19)
S ′′(θ) has a pole at θ = 2pii/N , and a zero at θ = −2pii/N which cancels the pole in
the brackets of (5.18). Let us introduce the following notation
θ[±] ≡ θ ± ipi
N
. (5.20)
Since the ZF relations are regular at θ12 = −2piiN , the operator product Z ′i(θ[−])Z ′j(θ[+])
is regular too. On the other hand since S ′′(θ) has a pole at θ = 2pii/N the product
Z ′i(θ
′[+])Z ′j(θ
[−]) would have a pole at θ′ = θ for any i, j unless
Z ′i(θ
′[−])Z ′j(θ
[+]) = Z ′j(θ
′[−])Z ′i(θ
[+]) for θ′ ∼ θ , (5.21)
because then the expression in the brackets in (5.18) would have a zero at θ12 = 2pii/N
which cancels the pole. To prove this we first notice that
Z ′i(θ
′[−])Z ′i(θ
[+]) = 0 for θ′ ∼ θ (5.22)
because S ′′(θ) has a zero at θ = −2pii/N . Then
Z ′i(θ
[−])Z ′i+1(θ
[+]) = Z ′i(θ
[−])χ+i Z
′
i(θ
[+]) = Z ′i+1(θ
[−])Z ′i(θ
[+]) , (5.23)
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and
Z ′i(θ
[−])Z ′i+2(θ
[+]) = Z ′i(θ
[−])
[
χ+i+1Z
′
i+1(θ
[+]) + Z ′i+1(θ
[+])χ+i+1
]
= Z ′i+2(θ
[−])Z ′i(θ
[+]) ,
because Z ′i commutes with χ
+
i+2. The same proof works for j − i > 2.
Writing
S ′′(θ) =
R′′
θ − 2pii
N
+ regular , R′′ = − 2ipiΓ
(
N+1
N
)
Γ
(
2
N
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
) , (5.24)
we can now find
Z ′i(θ
[+])Z ′i(θ
[−]) = −R′′ ∂θZ ′i(θ[−])Z ′i(θ[+]) = R′′ Z ′i(θ[−])∂θZ ′i(θ[+]) , (5.25)
Z ′i(θ
[+])Z ′j(θ
[−]) + Z ′j(θ
[+])Z ′i(θ
[−]) = −R′′ N
2pii
Z ′j(θ
[−])Z ′i(θ
[+])
Z ′i(θ
[+])Z ′j(θ
[−]) − Z ′j(θ[+])Z ′i(θ[−]) = R′′
(
∂θZ
′
i(θ
[−])Z ′j(θ
[+])− ∂θZ ′j(θ[−])Z ′i(θ[+])
)
= R′′
(
Z ′j(θ
[−])∂θZ ′i(θ
[+])− Z ′i(θ[−])∂θZ ′j(θ[+])
)
.
Eqs.(5.21, 5.22) show that a natural analog of the fused vertex operators Zk1...kr
in the primed case is
Z ′k1...kr(θ) ≡ limi+1,i→0 Z
′
k1
(
θ1
)
Z ′k2
(
θ2
) · · ·Z ′kr(θr) , θj ≡ θ − iur−2j+1 + j , (5.26)
where the regularization parameters j satisfy 1 = 0 and all jk ≡ j − k do not
vanish until one takes the limits. The primed fused operators are symmetric under
the exchange of their indices (if two indices coincide it vanishes) and satisfy the
relation
Z ′k1...kr(θ) = lim→0
Z ′k1...kp(θ − iur−p)Z ′kp+1...kr(θ + iup + ) , (5.27)
where p is any integer between 1 and r. Just as it was for Zk1...kr , any primed fused
operator can be obtained from the lowest weight fused operators Z ′12...r by acting on
them with the symmetry generators χ+k .
It is shown in appendix D that the lowest weight primed operators Z ′12...r can be
also reduced to the following explicit form
Z ′12...r(θ) = DN,rV
′
(r)(θ) , V
′
(r)(θ) ≡ :
r−1∏
k=0
r∏
j=k+1
V ′k
(
θ − iur+k−2j+1
)
: , (5.28)
where the normalization constant DN,r is given by
DN,r = e
− γ(r)(r−N)
2N N
r
2N (2pi)−
(r−1)r
2N
r−1∏
m=1
Γ
(
1− m
N
)
, (5.29)
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and the fused primed vertex operator V ′(r)(θ) = : e
iφ′
(r)
(θ) : is given by
φ′(r)(θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
a′(r)(t)e
iθt , a′(r)(t) = −e−
pi|t|
N a(r)(t) . (5.30)
Due to the relation (3.40) between a0 and ak, and our choice of ρ
′ and ρχ, the fused
primed operator Z ′12...N is just the constant DN,N equal to 1
Z ′12...N = DN,N = 1 . (5.31)
For the rank–(N -1) lowest weight vertex operator the formula also simplifies to
Z
′
N ≡ Z ′12...N−1(θ) = DN,N−1V ′(N−1)
(
θ
)
= DN,N−1V ′N
(
θ
)
, (5.32)
where
DN,N−1 =
e
γ(N−1)
2N N−
1
2N (2pi)
N−1
N
Γ
(
1
N
) . (5.33)
5.2 Λ and T operators
To discuss the operators Λ which are used to generate form factors of local operators
we need the following algebra of the ZF vertex operators and the primed operators
Zi(θ1)Z
′
j(θ2) = −(−1)δijS ′(θ12)Z ′j(θ2)Zi(θ1) , (5.34)
where
S ′(θ) =
g′(−θ)
g′(θ)
= −sinh
(
θ
2
− ipi
2N
)
sinh
(
θ
2
+ ipi
2N
) . (5.35)
Obviously, S ′(θ) has a pole at θ = −pii/N , and a zero at θ = pii/N . In addition, for
any θ, S ′(θ) satisfies the following important relation
N∏
k=1
S ′
(
θ + 2k
ipi
N
)
= (−1)N−1 . (5.36)
The commutation relations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.34) take a simpler form if one in-
troduces the primed operators for the GN model
A′j(θ) = Γ
−1
j Z
′
j(θ) , A
′
k1...kr
(θ) = Γ−1k1 · · ·Γ−1kr Z ′k1...kr(θ) . (5.37)
Then the relations above take the form
A′i(θ
[−])A′j(θ
[+]) = −A′j(θ[−])A′i(θ[+]) , (5.38)
Ai(θ1)A
′
j(θ2) = S
′(θ12)A′j(θ2)Ai(θ1) . (5.39)
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Let us introduce the following operators
ΛPj1j2...jN (θ) = Γ
′A′j1
(
θP(1)
) · · ·A′jN(θP(N)) = Γ′ N∏
a=1
A′ja
(
θP(a)
)
, (5.40)
where P is any permutation of 1, 2, . . . N , Γ′ ≡ ΓN · · ·Γ1, and θk ≡ θ − iuN−2k+1.
Then taking into account (5.36) one concludes that these operators commute with
Ai for both N odd and even
Ai(θ1)Λ
P
j1...jN
(θ2) = Λ
P
j1...jN
(θ2)Ai(θ1) . (5.41)
It is worth mentioning that the indices ja are arbitrary and some of them may
coincide. If the permutation P is trivial, P = id then
Λidj1...jN (θ) = j1...jN . (5.42)
The simplest nontrivial class of the operators ΛPj1...jN is obtained for a cyclic permu-
tation Pλ ≡ (N−λ+1, . . . , N, 1, . . . , N−λ) and P0 = PN = id. Taking into account
(5.26) and (5.37) one finds
ΛPλj1...jN (θ) = Γ
′A′j1...jλ(θ + iuN−λ)A
′
jλ+1...jN
(θ − iuλ) . (5.43)
It is clear that the operators ΛPj1...jN are not linearly independent. If for a generic
set of indices j1, . . . , jN in a permutation P = (p1, . . . , pk−1, pk, . . . , pN) one has
|pk−pk−1| ≥ 2 for some k then by using the ZF algebra for the primed operators one
can exchange the positions of the operators A′jk−1 and A
′
jk
and express ΛPj1...jN as a
linear combination of ΛP
′
j1...jN
with P ′ = (p1, . . . , pk, pk−1, . . . , pN). This allows one to
choose a convenient basis of the operators ΛPj1...jN . In a given permutation P one first
moves N to the left either to the first position or to N−1. Then one moves N−1, N
to the left either to the first position or to N − 2. Finally one gets the permutation
P ′ = (N − λ1 + 1, . . . , N,PN−λ1) where PN−λ1 is a permutation of 1, . . . , N − λ1.
Repeating the procedure one eventually gets the following permutation
P~λ =
({N −λ1 + 1, . . . , N}, {N −λ1−λ2 + 1, . . . , N −λ1}, . . . , {1, . . . , N − r−1∑
b=1
λb}
)
,
(5.44)
which consists of r length λk sequences of consecutive integers. The corresponding
operators Λ are then given by
Λ
P~λ
j1...jN
(θ) = Γ′A′j1...jλ1 (θ1)A
′
jλ1+1...jλ1+λ2
(θ2) · · ·A′jN−λr+1...jN (θr) , (5.45)
where θk = θ + iuN−λk−2
∑k−1
i=1 λi
, and
∑r
i=1 λi = N . These operators are obviously
antisymmetric under the exchange of indices in each of the vertex operators A′j1...jk .
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In addition if one considers a linear combination of ΛPj1...jN which is antisymmetric
under the exchange of the indices jk, jk+1, . . . , jk+n for some k and n then in the
permutation P one can always reorder pk, pk+1, . . . , pk+n so that pk < pk+1 < . . . <
pk+n. As a result if in the operator (5.45) the right boundary of the sequence λj and
the left boundary of the sequence λj+1 lie between the positions k and k + n then
these sequences can be united into one sequence of length λ2 + λ3. In what follows
we will always consider operators (5.45).
The operators ΛPj1...jN and their products form an overcomplete basis of an algebra
of operators commuting with Ai and can be used to generate form factors of many
local operators of the chiral GN model. The local operators however would have the
trivial index Ω(O, I) equal to 0.
Another set of interesting operators is
Tr(θ) =
Γ′
N !
a1a2...aNA′a1...ar(θ −
ipi
2
)∂θA
′
ar+1...aN
(θ +
ipi
2
) , r = 1, . . . , N − 1 . (5.46)
Taking into account the identity (5.36), and the relations (5.39) and (5.42), one finds[
Tr(θ), Ai(β)
]
= ∂θ log sr(θ − β)Ai(β) , (5.47)
where
sr(θ) ≡
r∏
j=1
S ′
(− θ − iur−2j+1 − ipi
2
)
=
r∏
j=1
1
S ′
(
θ + iur−2j+1 + ipi2
) . (5.48)
The functions sr are not real unless r = N/2. It might be convenient to take the
following linear combinations of Tr
T+r (θ) = Tr(θ) + TN−r(θ) , T
−
r (θ) = i
(
Tr(θ)− TN−r(θ)
)
, (5.49)
which lead to real functions s±r
s+r (θ) = (−1)N−1
r∏
j=1
S ′
(
θ + iur−2j+1 − ipi2
)
S ′
(
θ + iur−2j+1 + ipi2
) , (5.50)
s−r (θ) = i (−1)N−1
r∏
j=1
1
S ′
(
θ + iur−2j+1 + ipi2
)
S ′
(
θ + iur−2j+1 − ipi2
) . (5.51)
The meaning of the operators Tr was discussed at length in [11]. They allow one
to generate form factors of commutators of a local operator with local commutative
integrals of motion. Let us finally mention that as in the N = 2 case the operators
ΛPj1...jN and Tr form a quadratic algebra.
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6. Form factors of the chiral GN model
Following [11], we expect that, up to an overall normalization constant, form factors
of a local operator should be generated by the following functions
F VM1...Mn(θ′1, . . . , θ′k|θ1, . . . , θn)
=
TrpiA
[
1
2
(1 + Γ)e2piiKΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ
′
1)AMn(θn) · · ·AM1(θ1)
]
TrpiA
[
1
2
(1 + Γ)e2piiK
] . (6.1)
Here ΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ
′
1) are linear combinations of the products of k operators Λ
P
j (θ
′)
with j = {j1...jN} transforming in an irreducible representation V of su(N)
ΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ
′
1) =
∑
cVjk...j1 Λ
Pk
jk
(θ′k) · · ·ΛP1j1 (θ′1) , (6.2)
and AMi(θi) is a rank-ri bound state vertex operator. These functions are therefore
combinations of traces of the form
TrpiA
[
1
2
(1 + Γ)e2piiK
(∏N
j=1
∏m′j
a=1A
′
j(θ
′
j,a)
)(∏N
j=1
∏mj
a=1Aj(θj,a)
)]
TrpiA
[
1
2
(1 + Γ)e2piiK
] , (6.3)
where
∑N
j=1m
′
j = M
′ = kN and
∑N
j=1 mj = M =
∑n
j=1 rj are the total numbers
of A′j and Aj operators. Such a trace does not vanish only if mj and m
′
j satisfy the
following selection rules
mj −m′j = r , M −M ′ = rN for some integer r . (6.4)
This formula shows that if A transforms in the fundamental representation of su(N),
then A′ transforms in the antifundamental representation, and the form factor van-
ishes unless a decomposition of the product of all A and A′ into irreducible represen-
tations of su(N) contains a singlet, which is a natural requirement. Since Ak = ΓkZk,
one can also see from (6.4) that up to a sign (6.3) is equal to
TrpiZ
[
e2piiK
(∏N
j=1
∏m′j
a=1 Z
′
j(θ
′
j,a)
)(∏N
j=1
∏mj
a=1 Zj(θj,a)
)]
TrpiZ [e
2piiK]
. (6.5)
The selection rules (6.4) just follow from the requirement that the product of all Z
and Z ′ does not depend on the zero mode operators Qµ. A careful derivation of (6.4)
would employ an explicit ultraviolet regularization of the free fields similar to the
one used in [11]. This is done in appendix E where (6.4) are derived.
It is thus clear that the functions (6.1) are combinations of multiple integrals
with integrands of the form
Rν1...νpµ1...µq(α
′
1, . . . , α
′
p|β1, . . . , βq) = 〈〈V ′νp(α′p) · · ·V ′ν1(α′1)Vµq(βq) · · ·Vµ1(β1)〉〉 , (6.6)
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where the sets {α′1, . . . , α′p} and {β1, . . . , βq} contain θ′j - and θj -related rapidities
respectively, and for any operator W acting in piZ we define
〈〈W 〉〉 ≡ TrpiZ
[
e2piiKW
]
TrpiZ [ e
2piiK ]
. (6.7)
It is shown in appendix F that for any operator W which is the product of free field
exponents
W = Un(θn) · · ·U1(θ1) , Uj(θ) = : eiφj(θ) : = eiφ
−
j (θ) eiφ
+
j (θ) , (6.8)
one obtains 〈〈W 〉〉 by applying the Wick theorem
〈〈Un(θn) · · ·U1(θ1)〉〉 =
n∏
j=1
CUj
∏
j>k
GUjUk(θk − θj) , (6.9)
where
CUj = 〈〈Uj(θj)〉〉 = exp
(− 〈〈φ−j (0)φ+j (0)〉〉) , (6.10)
GUjUk(θk − θj) = exp
(− 〈〈φj(θj)φk(θk)〉〉) . (6.11)
The constants CVµ , CV ′µ , and the functions Gµν ≡ GVµVν , G′µν ≡ GV ′µVν and G′′µν ≡
GV ′µV ′ν are computed in appendix F.
The integration contours in (6.1) are chosen in the same way as for the vacuum
expectation values
〈0|ΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ′1)AMn(θn) · · ·AM1(θ1)|0〉 , (6.12)
that is the integration contour C in χ±k runs from Reα = −∞ to Reα = +∞ and it
lies above all poles of gkµ-functions due to operators to the right of χ
±
k but below all
poles due to operators to the left of χ±k . Gkµ-functions however have more poles, and
in addition to this rule one also requires that the contour C is in the simply-connected
region which contains all the poles of gkµ but no other poles of Gkµ.
Form factors of the current operators
It is clear from the SU(2) result [11] that a linear combination of the operators
ΛPj1j2...jN (α) should generate form factors of the current operators J
±
i
k. The su(N)
symmetry obviously tells us that it should be proportional to a linear combination
of j1...jN−1kΛPj1...i...jN−1(α) where one inserts the index i in the sequence j1...jN−1 at
some position λ. According to the discussion in section 5 there are three relevant
types of permutations, and therefore operators to be considered are
ΛPλ ik(α) =
Γ′ j1...jN−1k
(λ− 1)!(N − λ)!A
′
ij1...jλ−1(α + iuN−λ)A
′
jλ...jN−1(α− iuλ) , (6.13)
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where Pλ ≡ (N − λ+ 1, . . . , N, 1, . . . , N − λ) and λ = 1, . . . , N − 1. Then
ΛPλ−1 ik(α) =
Γ′ j1...jN−1k
(λ− 1)!(N − λ)!A
′
j1...jλ−1(α + iuN−λ+1)A
′
jλ...jN−1i(α− iuλ−1) , (6.14)
where Pλ−1 ≡ (N − λ+ 2, . . . , N, 1, . . . , N − λ+ 1) and λ = 2, . . . , N . Finally
ΛPλ−1,1 ik(α) =
Γ′ j1...jN−1k
(λ− 1)!(N − λ)!A
′
j1...jλ−1(α+iuN−λ+1)A
′
i(α+iuN−2λ−1)A
′
jλ...jN−1(α−iuλ) ,
(6.15)
where Pλ−1,1 ≡ (N − λ + 2, . . . , N,N − λ + 1, 1, . . . , N − λ) and λ = 2, . . . , N − 1.
Strictly speaking one should consider only the traceless parts of the operators.
We propose that form factors of the current operators J±k
i are generated either
by
ΛP1 ik(α) =
Γ′ j1...jN−1k
(N − 1)! A
′
i(α + iuN−1)A
′
j1...jN−1(α− iu1) , (6.16)
or by
ΛPN−1 ik(α) =
Γ′ j1...jN−1k
(N − 1)! A
′
j1...jN−1(α + iu1)A
′
i(α− iuN−1) , (6.17)
All operators of these types can be obtained from the relevant highest weight oper-
ators
ΛP11N(α) = Γ
′A′1(α+ iuN−1)A
′
1...N−1(α− iu1) = DN,N−1Γ′A′1(α+ iuN−1)A¯′N(α− iu1) ,
(6.18)
and
ΛPN−11N(α) = Γ
′A′1...N−1(α+iu1)A
′
1(α−iuN−1) = DN,N−1Γ′A¯′N(α+iu1)A′1(α−iuN−1) ,
(6.19)
by acting on them with the lowering J −k operators.
Computing the simplest nontrivial form factors generated by these operators one
finds
FP1(α|θ1, θ2) ≡ 〈〈ΛP11N(α) A¯N(θ2)A1(θ1)〉〉 (6.20)
= (−1)N−1DN,N−1CN,N−1〈〈V ′0(α + iuN−1)V ′N(α− iu1)VN(θ2)V0(θ1)〉〉
= (−1)N−1DN,N−1CN,N−1C ′0C ′NC0CNG′′0N(−ipi)G0N(θ1 − θ2)
×G′00(θ1 − α− iuN−1)G′0N(θ1 − α + iu1)
×G′00(θ2 − α + iu1)G′0N(θ2 − α− iuN−1) .
Taking into account the identities (F.69-F.71) and (F.67), one obtains
FP1(α|θ1, θ2) = (−1)N NF1
G0N(θ1 − θ2)
4 sinh 1
2
(θ1 − α− iuN−2) sinh 12(θ2 − α)
, (6.21)
where
NF1 ≡ DN,N−1CN,N−1C ′0C ′NC0CNG′′0N(−ipi) . (6.22)
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According to [11] form factors are generated by expanding FP1 in powers of e±α
FP1(α|θ1, θ2) =
∞∑
s=1
e−sα FP1s (θ1, θ2) , FP1(α|θ1, θ2) =
−1∑
s=−∞
e−sα FP1s (θ1, θ2) .
(6.23)
Then the form factors of the components J±N
1 of the current operators are propor-
tional to FP1±1(θ1, θ2), respectively. Explicitly one finds
FP1s (θ1, θ2) = (−1)N NF1e−s
ipi(N−2)
2N es
θ1+θ2
2 G0N(θ1 − θ2) , s = ±1 , (6.24)
which up to a constant is the same as in [3, 10].
On the other hand the operator ΛPN−11N(α) leads to
FPN−1(α|θ1, θ2) ≡ 〈〈ΛPN−11N(α) A¯N(θ2)A1(θ1)〉〉 (6.25)
= NF1
G0N(θ1 − θ2)
4 sinh 1
2
(θ1 − α + iuN−2) sinh 12(θ2 − α)
,
and its expansion in powers of e±α produces
FPN−1s (θ1, θ2) = NF1es
ipi(N−2)
2N es
θ1+θ2
2 G0N(θ1 − θ2) , s = ±1 , (6.26)
which up to a constant agrees with (6.24). It is thus reasonable to expect that both
ΛP11N and Λ
PN−11
N generate form factors of the current operators J
±
N
1.
Let us also mention that the SU(N) symmetry of the model allows one to ex-
press the traces of any operator ΛP1 ik(α) (or Λ
PN−1 i
k(α)) in terms of those of the
highest weight operator ΛP11N(α). In particular one gets the following formula for
the functions generating the particle-antiparticle form factors
〈〈ΛP1 ik(α) A¯l(θ2)Aj(θ1)〉〉 = δijδkl FP1(α|θ1, θ2) . (6.27)
The SU(N) symmetry of the traces of operators ΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ
′
1) with the ZF operators
follows from the fact that the identities (5.16) also hold under the traces of products
of these operators. Indeed, concentrating for definiteness on the first identity in
(5.16), one can see that it is sufficient to show that under the trace[[
χ+j+1 , χ
−
j+1
]
, Vj(θ)
] ' Vj(θ) . (6.28)
The relevant part in the trace comes from
〈〈e2piiK
( j+2∏
µ=j
n′µ∏
k=1
V ′µ(θ
′
µ,k)
)( j+2∏
µ=j
nµ−δµj∏
k=1
Vµ(θµ,k)
)
Vj(θ)〉〉 , (6.29)
where we assume without loss of generality that Vj(θ) is located to the right of all
the other Vk’s. Then, replacing it with the l.h.s. of (6.28), one gets that the following
identity should hold
I+ + I− = 1 , (6.30)
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where
I± =
∫
C±
dα I± , (6.31)
with
I± = ±ρ2χC1C ′1R±
× (G′j,j+1(θ − α∓ ipiN )Gj,j+1(θ − α)−G′j,j+1(α± ipiN − θ)Gj,j+1(α− θ))
×
j+2∏
µ=j
n′µ∏
k=1
G′′µ,j+1(α±
ipi
N
− θ′µ,k)G′µ,j+1(α− θ′µ,k)
×
j+2∏
µ=j
nµ−δµj∏
k=1
G′µ,j+1(α±
ipi
N
− θµ,k)Gµ,j+1(α− θµ,k) , (6.32)
and
R± ≡ ∓2piiResG′j+1,j+1(α− α′)|α′=α± ipi
N
=
pi
sin pi
N
. (6.33)
The constants C1 and C
′
1 are given by (F.31) and (F.34). The integration contour
C+ runs above θ +
ipi
N
and below θµ,k − ipiN , while C− runs below θ− ipiN and θµ,k − ipiN .
It is not difficult to check that all the poles of the integrand I+ lie below C+, while
all the poles in I− lie above C−. Moreover, if n′µ and nµ satisfy the selection rules,
then one finds that at large α
I± → ∓ 1
2pii α
, ±Im(α) > 0 , α→∞ , (6.34)
and therefore the principal value prescription gives
I± =
1
2
, (6.35)
as required. This completes the proof of the SU(N) symmetry of the traces of oper-
ators ΛV(θ′k, . . . , θ
′
1).
7. Conclusion
In this paper, the free field representation for the ZF algebra of the chiral SU(N)
GN model was developed. This was done by constructing vertex operators of the
fundamental particles and bound states. These are written in terms of up to N − 1
integrals, but can be shown to satisfy the ZF algebra in spite of this. The approach we
used should be applicable to any two dimensional integrable model invariant under
a simple Lie algebra.
In addition we also constructed a large class of operators, Λ, commuting with
the ZF operators in terms of the free field representation. The representations of the
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particles, bound states and operators are then used to construct generating functions
of the form factors of local operators through the trace formula. In particular, we
proposed two operators Λ which generate the form factors of the current operator.
Finding the correct operator representation that will give rise to generating functions
that contain form factors of the stress-energy tensor remains an open problem. It
would also be interesting to try to establish how the free field approach is related
to the off-shell Bethe ansatz approach as appears in [9] and [10]. Obviously, the
resulting form factors are the same (as they must be), so there should be some way
to understand the correlation between the methods.
In light of the free field approach that was advocated here, further areas of
interest might include finding the free field representation of the SU(N) Principal
Chiral Field (PCF) model, which is closely related to the GN model. The main
complication is that the model is invariant under the direct sum of two Lie algebras
and the ansatz (2.33) for the lowering symmetry operators used in the paper should
be modified: a problem that is not immediately obvious how to resolve. In fact,
the only known bosonization for a model invariant under the direct sum of two Lie
algebras is for the two-parameter family of integrable models (the SS model), see [36]
for details of the model. This bosonization was found by Fateev and Lashkevich in
[18]. It is unclear how to generalise their results to the PCF model. As is the case
for the GN model, we would like to be able to identify the form factors of the current
operator and the stress-energy tensor.
In addition, similar methods should allow the free field ZF algebra representation
of the AdS5 × S5 superstring sigma model in the light-cone gauge to be developed.
In this case, we would want to identify the operators Λ corresponding to the target
space fields. As mentioned in the introduction, finding form factors for this model
is complicated by the fact that their analytic properties are not known. Since the
free field bosonization does not require a full understanding of these properties, it is
hoped that this approach may be able to shed some light on these form factors and
their properties.
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A. Form factors axioms
We give here the axioms for form factors as appeared in [3], the first four of which we
present in a slightly generalised form similar to [26] to cover nonrelativistic models
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possessing the crossing symmetry invariance. First, we define a form factor for an
operator O with in-states as in (1.1) or, equivalently, (2.10)
Fa1...an(α1, . . . , αn) = 〈vac|O(0)A†an(αn) · · · A†a1(α1)|vac〉 (A.1)
from which we construct all matrix elements through the crossing symmetry4
b1...bm
out〈β1, . . . ,βm|O(0)|α1, . . . , αn〉ina1...an
= Cb1c1 · · ·CbmcmFa1...anc1...cm(α1, . . . , αn, β1 + ipi, . . . , βm + ipi) ,
(A.2)
where Cab is the charge conjugation matrix.
Then, these form factors must satisfy the following axioms:
1. Permutation symmetry (Watson’s theorem):
Fa1...aj+1aj ...an(α1, ..., αj+1, αj, ..., αn) =
= Scjcj+1ajaj+1(αj, αj+1)Fa1...cjcj+1,...an(α1, ..., αj, αj+1, ..., αn) .
(A.3)
Here S
cjcj+1
ajaj+1(αj, αj+1) is the S-matrix which for relativistic models depends only
on the difference αj − αj+1.
2. Double-crossing or quasi-periodicity condition:
Fa1...an(α1, ..., αn−1, αn + 2pii) = e
2piiΩ(O,an)Fana1...an−1(αn, α1, ..., αn−1) . (A.4)
The quantity Ω(O, an) appears if the n-th particle A†an has nontrivial statistics
with respect to operator O(x).
3. Simple poles: The form factors have simple poles at the points αj = αi + ipi.
Due to the property (A.3) it is sufficient to consider only j = n, and i = n− 1.
Then the form factors must have the expansion
i Fa1...an(α1, ..., αn−1, αn) = Cana′n−1
Fa′1...a′n−2(α1, ..., αn−2)
αn − αn−1 − pii
(
δa
′
1
a1
· · · δa′n−1an−1
−e2piiΩ(O,an−)Sa′n−1a′1c1a1 (αn−1, α1) · · ·Scn−4a
′
n−3
cn−3an−3 (αn−1, αn−3)S
cn−3a′n−2
an−1an−2(αn−1, αn−2)
)
+O(1) (A.5)
at αn → αn−1 + ipi.
4In a nonrelativistic model with the crossing symmetry invariance, e.g. the AdS5×S5 superstring,
the rapidity variable α should be chosen so that the energy and momentum of the corresponding
particle are meromorphic functions on the rapidity plane, and the crossing symmetry transformation
is realised as in any relativistic theory as the shift of α by ipi: α→ α+ ipi.
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4. Bound state poles: Let particles A†K with K ∈ K be bound states of particles
A†I and A†J with I ∈ I and J ∈ J . The rapidities αI and αJ of A†I and A†J
are known functions fKIJ and f
K
JI of the rapidity αK of the bound states A†K ,
and the scattering matrix SabIJ(αI , α

J) of A†I and A†J with αI = fKIJ(αK) and
αJ = f
K
JI(αK + ) has a pole at  = 0. Then the form factors with A†I and A†J
as external particles are related to those with A†K as external particles through
the small  expansion
FJIa3...an(α

J , αI , α3, ..., αn) =
i

∑
K∈K
ΓKIJFKa3...an(αK , α3, ..., αn) +O(1) , (A.6)
where ΓKIJ are some constants determined by the consistency of (A.6) with itself
and the previous form factor axioms. The relations (A.6) can be inverted and
used to express the form factors of bound states through the form factors of
the elementary particles.
For a relativistic theory αI = αK+iu+, αJ = αK−iu− (u± depend on the indices
I, J,K), the scattering matrix SabIJ(α) of A†I and A†J has a pole at α = iuKIJ ,
and u± are found from the equations
u+ + u− = uKIJ , mI sin u+ = mJ sin u− , (A.7)
where mI and mJ are masses of A†I and A†J , and the mass of the bound state
A†K is equal to mK = mI cos u+ +mJ cos u−.
The last two axioms are valid only for relativistic models and to stress this we
use the letter θ for the rapidity variable.
5. Due to relativistic invariance, form factors should satisfy the equation
Fa1...an(θ1 + ζ, θ2 + ζ, ..., θn + ζ) = exp(ζs(O))Fa1...an(θ1, ..., θn) , (A.8)
where s(O) is the spin of the local operator O(x).
6. Form factors Fa1...an(θ1, ..., θn) must be analytic in each variable θi − θj in the
strip 0 ≤ Im θ ≤ 2pi except for simple poles.
B. Various functions
fAB-functions
Since fAB, f
′′
AB and f
′
AB satisfy the relations fAB(t) = fBA(t) = fBA(−t) where fAB
is any of the three functions and the indices A,B are either µ, ν = 0, . . . , N or
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(r), (s) = (1) . . . , (N − 1), we list only nonvanishing functions fµν with µ ≤ ν, f(r)µ
and f(r)(s) with r ≤ s and t > 0
f00(t) = fNN(t) =
sinh (N−1)pit
N
sinhpit
e
pit
N , fjj(t) = 1 + e
2pit
N , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.1)
fj,j+1(t) = −epitN , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 , f0N(t) =
sinh pit
N
sinhpit
e
pit
N . (B.2)
f(r)0(t) =
sinh pit(N−r)
N
sinh pit
e
pit
N , f(r)j(t) = −δrjepitN , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.3)
f(r)(s)(t) =
sinh pit r
N
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinhpit sinh pit
N
e
pit
N , (B.4)
f ′′ab(t) = e
− 2pit
N fab(t) , f
′
ab(t) = −e−
pit
N fab(t) . (B.5)
gµν- and Sµν-functions
Since fµν(t) = fµν(t) the functions gµν and Sµν satisfy the same relations gµν(θ) =
gνµ(θ), Sµν(θ) = Sνµ(θ), and we again list only nontrivial (not equal to 1) functions
g00(θ) = gNN(θ) = e
(N−1)(γ+log(2pi))
N
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
) , (B.6)
gjj(θ) = −e2γθ
(
θ +
2ipi
N
)
, j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.7)
gj,j+1(θ) = − ie
−γ
θ + ipi
N
, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 , g0N(θ) =
e
γ+log(2pi)
N Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
2
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
2
) , (B.8)
S00(θ) = SNN(θ) = S(θ) =
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
− iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(− iθ
2pi
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
+ iθ
2pi
) , (B.9)
Sjj(θ) =
θ − 2ipi
N
θ + 2ipi
N
, j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.10)
Sj,j+1(θ) =
θ + ipi
N
−θ + ipi
N
, j = 0, 1, . . . , N−1 , S0N(θ) =
Γ
(− iθ
2pi
+ 1
2
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
2
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
2
)
Γ
(− iθ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
2
) ,
(B.11)
The same is true for g′′µν
g′′00(θ) = g
′′
NN(θ) =
e
(N−1)(γ+log(2pi))
N Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
N
) , (B.12)
g′′jj(θ) = −e2γθ
(
θ − 2ipi
N
)
, j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.13)
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g′′j,j+1(θ) = −
ie−γ
θ − ipi
N
, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 , g′′0N(θ) =
e
γ+log(2pi)
N Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
N
+ 1
2
)
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
+ 1
2
) ,
(B.14)
and for g′µν
g′00(θ) = g
′
NN(θ) =
eγ(
1
N
−1)(2pi)
1
N
−1Γ
(
1
2
(
iθ
pi
+ 1
N
))
Γ
(
iθ
2pi
− 1
2N
+ 1
) , (B.15)
g′jj(θ) = −
e−2γ(
θ − ipi
N
) (
θ + ipi
N
) , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (B.16)
g′j,j+1(θ) = ie
γθ , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 , g′0N(θ) =
e−
γ
N (2pi)−1/NΓ
(
1
2
(
iθ
pi
− 1
N
+ 1
))
Γ
(
1
2
(
iθ
pi
+ 1
N
+ 1
)) ,
(B.17)
Regularized integrals
Let us introduce the following functions
F2(z, a) =
z2
2
− 3z
2
− γ
(
z2
2
− z
)
+ (z − 1)logΓ(2− z) + ψ(−2)(2− z)
−
(
z2
2
− z
)
log a , (B.18)
F1(z, a) = F2(z + 1, a)− F2(z, a)
= −γ(z − 1
2
) + logΓ(1− z)− z log a+ 1
2
log
( a
2pi
)
, (B.19)
where ψ(−2) (z) is given by
ψ(−2) (z) =
∫ z
0
dt logΓ (t) . (B.20)
The following integrals are useful in computing Gµν functions and can be expressed
in terms of Fi(z, a) ∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ewat − ezat
(eat − 1)2 = F2(w, a)− F2(z, a) , (B.21)∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ezat
eat − 1 = F1(z, a) . (B.22)∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ezt = F1(z + 1, 1)− F1(z, 1) = −γ − log(−z) . (B.23)
C. Bound state vertex operators
In this appendix we derive the expressions for the highest weight bound state vertex
operators Z12...r and the normalization constants Nr and CN,r. For convenience we
will perform the computations for the fused vertex operators Zk1...kr .
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Rank-2 fused vertex operators Z1b
Consider first Zab
(
θ
) ≡ i Za(θ1)Zb(θ2), a < b, in the limit → 0 where θ1 = θ + ipiN
and θ2 = θ − ipiN +  = θ1 − 2ipiN +  and θ is arbitrary. We have
Zab
(
θ
)
= i Za
(
θ1
)
Zb
(
θ2
)
= iρ2
∫
Cαa−1
dαa−1 · · ·
∫
Cα1
dα1
∫
Cβb−1
dβb−1 · · ·
∫
Cβ1
dβ1
a−1∏
m=1
gsm−1,m(αm,m−1)
b−1∏
n=1
gsn−1,n(βn,n−1)
a−1∏
j=0
gjj(βj − αj)gj,j−1(βj−1 − αj)gj,j+1(βj+1 − αj)
× :
a−1∏
m=0
Vm(αm)
b−1∏
n=0
Vn(βn) : , (C.1)
where α0 = θ1 , β0 = θ2 and αij = αi − αj , βij = βi − βj. Since gj,j(−2pii/N) = 0
for j > 1 and we have a factor of , naively (C.1) vanishes in the limit  → 0.
The only way this would not happen is if in the limit  → 0 two poles of gk,k±1-
functions pinch one of the integration contours in (C.1). Let us recall that the
integration contour Cαm runs above the pole of g
s
m−1,m(αm,m−1) at αm = αm−1 +
ipi
N
,
and below the pole of gsm−1,m(αm,m−1) at αm = αm−1 − ipiN and above the pole of
gm,m−1(βm−1−αm) at αm = βm−1 + ipiN . Then the integration contour Cβm runs above
the pole of gsm−1,m(βm,m−1) at βm = βm−1 +
ipi
N
, below the pole of gsm−1,m(βm,m−1) at
βm = βm−1− ipiN , and below the pole of gm−1,m(βm−αm−1) at βm = αm−1− ipiN . Thus
for the contour Cα1 one gets the poles
below Cα1 : α1 = θ1 +
ipi
N
, Res gs0,1(α1,0) =
eγ
2pi
Res g0,1(α0,1) =
i
2pi
α1 = θ2 +
ipi
N
= θ1 − ipi
N
+  , Res g0,1(β0 − α1) = ie−γ , (C.2)
above Cα1 : α1 = θ1 −
ipi
N
, Res gs0,1(α1,0) =
eγ
2pi
Res g0,1(α1,0) =
1
2pii
,
and one sees that the poles at θ1− ipiN and θ1− ipiN +  do pinch the integration contour
Cα1 in the limit → 0. Then for the contour Cβ1 one gets the poles at
below Cβ1 : β1 = θ2 +
ipi
N
= θ1 − ipi
N
+  , Res gs0,1(β1,0) =
eγ
2pi
Res g0,1(β0,1) =
i
2pi
above Cβ1 : β1 = θ2 −
ipi
N
, Res gs0,1(β1,0) =
eγ
2pi
Res g0,1(β1 − θ2) = 1
2pii
β1 = θ1 − ipi
N
, Res g0,1(β1 − θ1) = −ie−γ , (C.3)
and the poles at θ1− ipiN and θ1− ipiN +  again pinch the integration contour Cβ1 . Since
one of the poles is below and the other is above the integration contour only the
contribution from one of them should be taken into account. We will always choose
the one which is the pole of gsm−1,m to get rid of one of these functions in (C.1). If
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a > 1, b > 1 then two integration contours are pinched at the same time and one has
to sum the contributions coming from each of the contours.
Let us now consider a = 1 and compute the integral over β1. If a = 1 then there
are no integrals over αj and we get
Z1b(θ) = i Z1
(
θ1
)
Zb
(
θ2
)
= iρ2
∫
Cβb−1
dβb−1 · · ·
∫
Cβ1
dβ1g00(θ21)g01(β1 − θ1)gs01(β1,0)
×
b−1∏
n=2
gsn−1,n(βn,n−1) : V0(θ1)
b−1∏
n=0
Vn(βn) :
= ρ2C1N,2
∫
Cβb−1
dβb−1 · · ·
∫
Cβ2
dβ2
b−1∏
n=2
gsn−1,n(βn,n−1) : V0(θ1)
b−1∏
n=0
Vn(βn) : , (C.4)
where we take into account that i g0,0(θ21)g0,1(θ21 +
ipi
N
) = (2pi)
N−1
N e−
γ
N /Γ
(
1
N
)
and
β1 = θ2 +
ipi
N
= θ1 − ipiN = θ in (C.4) in the limit → 0, and introduce the constant
C1N,2 ≡ (2pi)
N−1
N e−
γ
N
1
Γ
(
1
N
) = lim
→0
∫
C
dβ1 i g0,0(θ21)g0,1(β1 − θ1)gs0,1(β1,0) , (C.5)
with the integration contour specified above.
In particular for the highest weight fused operator one gets
Z12(θ) = CN,2 : V0(θ + ipi
N
)V0(θ − ipi
N
)V1(θ) := CN,2V(2)(θ) . (C.6)
where CN,2 = ρ
2C1N,2 = (−1)
2
N
eγ
N−2
N N−
1
N (2pi)
N−1
N
Γ( 1N )
.
Rank-3 fused vertex operators Z12c
Let us now consider Z12c
(
θ
)
= i1 i Z1
(
θ1
)
Z2
(
θ2
)
Zc
(
θ3
)
for 2 < c with θ1 = θ +
2ipi
N
,
θ2 = θ + 1, θ3 = θ − 2ipiN + , and take the limit 1 → 0 after using (C.6) for
i1Z1
(
θ1
)
Zb
(
θ2
)
Z12c
(
θ
)
= iZ12
(
β1
)
Zc
(
θ3
)
= ρ3C1N,2
∫
Cγc−1
dγc−1 · · ·
∫
Cγ1
dγ1 i
c−1∏
r=1
gsr−1,r(γr,r−1)
× g00(θ31)g00(θ32)g01(γ1 − θ1)g01(γ1 − θ2)g01(θ3 − β1)g11(γ1 − β1)g01(γ2 − β1)
× : V0(θ1)V0(θ2)V1(β1)
c−1∏
r=0
Vr(γr) : , (C.7)
where β1 ≡ θ2 + ipiN = θ+ ipiN . We want to integrate over γ1 and the relevant terms in
the integrand are
i gs01(γ01)g00(θ31)g00(θ32)g01(γ1 − θ1)g01(γ1 − θ2)g01(θ3 − β1)g11(γ1 − β1)
= g00(−4ipi
N
)g00(−2ipi
N
)g01(−3ipi
N
)gs01(γ01)g01(γ1 − θ1)g01(γ1 − θ2)g11(γ1 − β1) .
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The integral over γ1 is taken in the same way as the one over β1 in the previous
subsection, and we get that the expression above becomes
C1N,3g1,1(−
2ipi
N
+ ) (C.8)
where we introduce the constant
C1N,3 ≡ C1N,2g0,0(−
4ipi
N
)g1,0(−3ipi
N
)2 (C.9)
= lim
→0
∫
C
dγ1 i g0,0(−4ipi
N
)g1,0(−3ipi
N
)g0,0(−2ipi
N
)g0,1(γ1 − θ1)gs0,1(γ0,1)g0,1(γ1 − θ2)
and use that the pole is located at γ1 = θ3 +
ipi
N
= θ2 − ipiN + . Since g1,1(−2ipiN ) = 0
we have to take the integral over γ2 to get a finite result in the limit  → 0. The
relevant terms in the integrand now are
g1,1(−2ipi
N
+ )gs1,2(γ1,2)g1,2(γ2 − β1) (C.10)
and the poles are at γ2 = γ1± ipiN = θ2− ipiN + ± ipiN and γ2 = β1− ipiN = θ2. Thus the
contour is pinched at γ2 = θ2, and we get the extra factor
C2N,3 ≡
2pieγ
N
= lim
→0
∫
C
dγ2 g1,1(−2ipi
N
+ )gs1,2(γ1,2)g1,2(γ2 − β1) , (C.11)
where one uses that g11(−2ipiN + )g12(− ipiN ) = 2e
γpi
N
. Thus one gets
Z12c
(
θ
)
= ρ3C1N,2C
1
N,3C
2
N,3
∫
Cγc−1
dγc−1 · · ·
∫
Cγ3
dγ3
c−1∏
r=3
gsr−1,r(γr,r−1)
× : V0(θ1)V0(θ2)V0(θ3)V1(β1)
c−1∏
r=1
Vr(γr) : , (C.12)
where γ1 = θ3 +
ipi
N
= θ − ipi
N
, γ2 = θ2 = θ. In particular for the highest weight fused
operator one gets
Z123(θ) = CN,3 : V0(θ+2ipi
N
)V0(θ)V0(θ−2ipi
N
)V1(θ+
ipi
N
)V1(θ−ipi
N
)V2(θ) := CN,3V(3)(θ) ,
(C.13)
where CN,3 = ρ
3C1N,2C
1
N,3C
2
N,3 = (−1)
3
N e
3γ(N−3)
2N N−
3
2N (2pi)2−
3
N
1
Γ( 2N )Γ(
1
N )
.
Rank-k fused highest weight vertex operator Z1...k
This pattern continues for the rank-k fused highest weight vertex operator Z1...k
which contains no integrals at all. So, we consider
Z12...k(θ) ≡ lim
a→0
i1 · · · ik−1 Z1
(
θ1
)
Z2
(
θ2
) · · ·Zk(θk) , (C.14)
θj ≡ θ + ipi
N
(k − 2j + 1) + j ,
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and we should find that it is equal to
Z12...k(θ) = CN,k :
k∏
j=1
j−1∏
aj=0
Vaj
(
θj +
ipi
N
aj
)
: = CN,k :
k−1∏
r=0
k∏
j=r+1
Vr
(
θj +
ipi
N
r
)
: . (C.15)
Note that the Vk−1 operator only enters as Vk−1(θ).
To find CN,k we use induction. Introducing the notation
θ
[±r]
j ≡ θj ±
ipi
N
r , (C.16)
We have (α0 = θk+1 = θk − 2ipiN )
Z12...k,k+1(θ) = i ρCN,k
∫
Cαk
dαk · · ·
∫
Cα1
dα1
k∏
m=1
gsm−1,m(αm,m−1) (C.17)
×
k−1∏
r=0
k∏
j=r+1
gr,r−1(αr−1 − θ[+r]j )gr,r(αr − θ[+r]j )gr,r+1(αr+1 − θ[+r]j )
× :
k−1∏
r=0
k∏
j=r+1
Vr
(
θ
[+r]
j
) k∏
m=0
Vm(αm) : .
To integrate over αj it is better to rearrange
k−1∏
r=0
k∏
j=r+1
gr,r−1(αr−1 − θ[+r]j )gr,r(αr − θ[+r]j )gr,r+1(αr+1 − θ[+r]j ) (C.18)
=
k−1∏
j=1
g00
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 1)) k∏
j=2
g10
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
)
)
g00
(− 2ipi
N
)
×
k∏
m=1
k∏
j=m
gm−1,m(αm − θ[+(m−1)]j )
k∏
j=m+1
gm,m(αm − θ[m]j )
k∏
j=m+2
gm+1,m(αm − θ[+(m+1)]j )
Thus the integrand for α1 is
k−1∏
j=1
g00
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 1)) k∏
j=2
g10
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
)
)
g00
(− 2ipi
N
)
(C.19)
×gs01(α10)
k∏
j=1
g01(α1 − θj)
k∏
j=2
g11(α1 − θ[+1]j )
k∏
j=3
g21(α1 − θ[+2]j )
We see that the two poles which pinch the contour are at α1 = θk+1+
ipi
N
= θk− ipiN + =
θ
[−1]
k +  and α1 = θ
[−1]
k giving the following contribution
C1N,k+1 g1,1
(− 2ipi
N
+ 
)
(C.20)
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where
C1N,k+1 ≡ C1N,2
k−1∏
j=1
g00
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 1)) k∏
j=2
g01
(− 2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
)
)
(C.21)
×
k−1∏
j=1
g01(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1
2
))
k−1∏
j=2
g11(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1))
k∏
j=3
g01(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
))
= C1N,2 g01
(− ipi
N
(2k − 1))2 k∏
j=2
g00
(− 2ipi
N
j
) k−1∏
j=2
g01
(− ipi
N
(2j − 1))3 k−1∏
j=2
g11(−2ipi
N
j) .
Then the integrand for α2 is
gs12(α21)
k∏
j=2
g12(α2 − θ[+1]j )
k∏
j=3
g22(α2 − θ[+2]j )
k∏
j=4
g32(α2 − θ[+3]j ) (C.22)
We see that the two poles which pinch the contour are at α2 = α1+
ipi
N
= θ
[+2]
k+1 = θk+
and α0 = θk giving the following contribution
C2N,k+1 g2,2
(− 2ipi
N
+ 
)
= C2N,k+1 g11
(− 2ipi
N
+ 
)
(C.23)
where
C2N,k+1 ≡ C2N,3
k−1∏
j=2
g12(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1
2
))
k−1∏
j=3
g22(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1))
k∏
j=4
g32(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
))
= C2N,3 g01
(− ipi
N
(2k − 3)) k−2∏
j=2
g01
(− ipi
N
(2j − 1))2 k−2∏
j=2
g11(−2ipi
N
j) .
The integral over αm for m < k − 1 is computed in the same way with the pole
at αm = αm−1 + ipiN = θ
[+m]
k+1 = θ
[+(m−2)]
k +  and gives
CmN,k+1 g1,1
(− 2ipi
N
+ 
)
(C.24)
where
CmN,k+1 ≡ C2N,3
k−1∏
j=m
g01(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1
2
))
k−1∏
j=m+1
g11(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 1))
k∏
j=m+2
g01(−2ipi
N
(k − j + 3
2
))
= C2N,3 g01
(− ipi
N
(2k − 2m+ 1)) k−m∏
j=2
g01
(− ipi
N
(2j − 1))2 k−m∏
j=2
g11(−2ipi
N
j) .
For m = k − 1 and m = k we get
Ck−1N,k+1 = C
2
N,3 g0,1
(− 3ipi
N
)
, CkN,k+1 = C
2
N,3 .
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Thus, the result is
CN,k+1 = ρCN,k
k∏
j=1
CjN,k+1 . (C.25)
Computing the product one finds
k∏
j=1
CjN,k+1 = 2pi e
− kγ
N (2pi)−
k
N
1
Γ
(
k
N
) . (C.26)
The relation above can be easily solved giving the final result
CN,k+1 = ρ
k+1(2pi)k
(
e−
γ
N (2pi)−
1
N
) k(k+1)
2
k∏
j=1
1
Γ
(
j
N
)
= (−1) k+1N eγ (k+1)(N−k−1)2N N− k+12N (2pi) k(2N−k−1)2N
k∏
j=1
1
Γ
(
j
N
) . (C.27)
By using the identity
N−1∏
j=1
1
Γ
(
j
N
) = √N(2pi)−N−12 , (C.28)
one gets CN,N = VN = −1, and (4.21) for CN,N−1.
D. Primed fused operators
In this appendix we derive the expressions for the highest weight fused primed vertex
operators Z ′12...r. The derivation almost repeats the one for the the highest weight
bound state vertex operators Z12...r considered in appendix C. It is therefore unnec-
essary to repeat the details and only an outline is given.
Rank-2 fused primed vertex operator Z ′1b
Consider first Z ′ab
(
θ
) ≡ Z ′a(θ1)Z ′b(θ2), a < b, in the limit  → 0 where θ1 = θ − ipiN
and θ2 = θ +
ipi
N
+  = θ1 +
2ipi
N
+  and θ is arbitrary. We notice that the rapidities
here are shifted in the opposite direction when compared to those in appendix C.
In addition, all Green’s functions will be of the type g′′µν . Therefore we will see
g′′00
(
2pii
N
+ 
)
instead of g00
(−2pii
N
+ 
)
, etc. The other major difference is that we
don’t have an initial factor of i, but instead we have that g′′00
(
2pii
N
)
= 0. Other than
these differences, the derivation is essentially identical.
With this in mind, let us now calculate the fused primed vertex operator Z ′1b
(
θ
)
.
Since a = 1 there are no integrals over αj, and computing the integral over β1 one
gets
Z ′1b
(
θ
)
= ρ′2D1N,2
∫
Cβb−1
dβb−1 · · ·
∫
Cβ2
dβ2
b−1∏
n=2
g
′′s
n−1,n(βn,n−1) : V
′
0(θ1)
b−1∏
n=0
V ′n(βn) : ,
(D.1)
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where we take into account that g′′0,0(θ21)g
′′
0,1(θ21 − ipiN ) = e−
γ
N (2pi)−1/NΓ
(
N−1
N
)
and
β1 = θ2 − ipiN = θ1 + ipiN in (D.1) in the limit → 0, and introduce the constant
D1N,2 ≡ (2pi)−
1
N e−
γ
N Γ
(
N − 1
N
)
= lim
→0
∫
C
dβ1 g
′′
0,0(θ21)g
′′
0,1(β1 − θ1)g
′′s
0,1(β1,0) , (D.2)
with the integration contour specified in the usual way.
In particular for the highest weight fused primed operator one gets
Z ′12(θ) = DN,2 : V
′
0(θ −
ipi
N
)V ′0(θ +
ipi
N
)V ′1(θ) := DN,2V
′
(2)(θ) . (D.3)
where DN,2 = ρ
′2D1N,2 = e
γN−2
N N
1
N (2pi)−
1
N Γ
(
N−1
N
)
.
Rank-3 fused primed vertex operators Z ′12c
Let us now consider Z ′12c
(
θ
)
= Z ′1
(
θ1
)
Z ′2
(
θ2
)
Z ′c
(
θ3
)
, 2 < c, θ1 = θ − 2ipiN , θ2 = θ + 1,
θ3 = θ +
2ipi
N
+ , take the limit 1 → 0 and use (D.3) for Z ′1
(
θ1
)
Z ′2
(
θ2
)
. The relevant
poles are at β1 ≡ θ2 − ipiN = θ − ipiN , γ1 = θ3 − ipiN = θ2 + ipiN +  and γ2 = β1 + ipiN = θ2,
which can be used to reduce the expression to
Z ′12c
(
θ
)
= ρ′3D1N,2D
1
N,3D
2
N,3
∫
Cγc−1
dγc−1 · · ·
∫
Cγ3
dγ3
c−1∏
r=3
g
′′s
r−1,r(γr,r−1)
× : V ′0(θ1)V ′0(θ2)V ′0(θ3)V ′1(β1)
c−1∏
r=1
V ′r (γr) : , (D.4)
with the new constants defined as
D1N,3 ≡ D1N,2g′′00(
4ipi
N
)g′′10(
3ipi
N
)2 (D.5)
= lim
→0
∫
C
dγ1 g
′′
00(
4ipi
N
)g′′10(
3ipi
N
)g′′00(
2ipi
N
+ )g′′01(γ1 − θ1)g
′′s
01(γ01)g
′′
01(γ1 − θ2) ,
and
D2N,3 ≡ −
2pieγ
N
= lim
→0
∫
C
dγ2 g
′′
1,1(
2ipi
N
+ )g
′′s
1,2(γ1,2)g
′′
1,2(γ2 − β1) . (D.6)
In particular for the highest weight fused primed operator one gets
Z ′123(θ) = DN,3 : V
′
0(θ −
2ipi
N
)V ′0(θ)V
′
0(θ +
2ipi
N
)V ′1(θ −
ipi
N
)V ′1(θ +
ipi
N
)V ′2(θ) :
= DN,3 : V
′
(3)(θ) , (D.7)
where DN,3 = ρ
′3D1N,2D
1
N,3D
2
N,3 = e
3γ(N−3)
2N N
3
2N (2pi)−3/NΓ
(
N−2
N
)
Γ
(
N−1
N
)
.
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Rank-k fused highest weight primed vertex operator Z ′1...k
This pattern continues for the rank-k fused highest weight primed vertex operator
Z1...k which contains no integrals at all. So, considering
Z ′12...k(θ) ≡ lim
a→0
Z ′1
(
θ1
)
Z ′2
(
θ2
) · · ·Z ′k(θk) , (D.8)
θj ≡ θ − ipi
N
(k − 2j + 1) + j ,
one should find that it is equal to
Z ′12...k(θ) = ρ
′kDN,k :
k∏
j=1
j−1∏
rj=0
V ′rj
(
θj− ipi
N
rj
)
: = DN,k :
k−1∏
r=0
k∏
j=r+1
V ′r
(
θj− ipi
N
r
)
: . (D.9)
To find DN,k one can use induction. The results are the following:
D1N,k+1 ≡ D1N,2 g′′01
(ipi
N
(2k − 1))2 k∏
j=2
g′′00
(2ipi
N
j
) k−1∏
j=2
g′′01
(ipi
N
(2j − 1))3 k−1∏
j=2
g′′11(
2ipi
N
j) ,
(D.10)
and
D2N,k+1 ≡ D2N,3 g′′0,1
(ipi
N
(2k − 3)) k−2∏
j=2
g′′0,1
(ipi
N
(2j − 1))2 k−2∏
j=2
g′′1,1(
2ipi
N
j) .
The general case is
DmN,k+1 ≡ D2N,3 g′′0,1
(ipi
N
(2k − 2m+ 1)) k−m∏
j=2
g′′0,1
(ipi
N
(2j − 1))2 k−m∏
j=2
g′′1,1(
2ipi
N
j) .
For m = k − 1 and m = k we get
Dk−1N,k+1 = D
2
N,3 g
′′
0,1
(3ipi
N
)
, DkN,k+1 = D
2
N,3 .
Thus, the result is
DN,k+1 = ρ
′DN,k
k∏
j=1
DjN,k+1 . (D.11)
Computing the product one finds
k∏
j=1
DjN,k+1 = e
−γ k
N (2pi)−
k
N Γ
(
N − k
N
)
. (D.12)
The relation above can be easily solved giving the final result
DN,k+1 = ρ
′k+1
(
e−
γ
N (2pi)−
1
N
) k(k+1)
2
k∏
j=1
Γ
(
N − j
N
)
= e−
γ(k+1)(k−N+1)
2N N
k+1
2N (2pi)−
k(k+1)
2N
k∏
m=1
Γ
(
1− m
N
)
. (D.13)
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By using the identity
N−1∏
j=1
Γ
(
N − j
N
)
=
1√
N
(2pi)
N−1
2 , (D.14)
one gets DN,N = 1, and (5.33) for DN,N−1.
E. Regularized free fields and selection rules
We assume that φ
()
µ (θ) are defined on the finite interval
−pi

≤ θ ≤ pi

, (E.1)
and satisfy the commutation relations[
φ()µ (θ1), φ
()
ν (θ2)
]
= lnS()µν (θ2 − θ1) , (E.2)
where S
()
µν (θ) goes to Sµν(θ) as → 0 for finite θ and
S()µν
(− pi

)
= Sµν(−∞) . (E.3)
Taking into account the formulae from appendix B one finds that
φ()µ (θ) = Qµ − θPµ + φ(,osc)µ (θ) , (E.4)
where φ
(,osc)
µ (θ) is periodic on [−pi , pi ], and the zero modes Pµ, Qµ commute with
φ
(,osc)
µ (θ) and satisfy the algebra
[Pµ, Qν ] = iaµν , [Qµ, Qν ] = [Pµ, Pν ] = 0 , µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , N , (E.5)
where aij = 2δij − δi−1,j − δi+1,j is the Cartan matrix of type AN−1 for i, j =
1, 2, . . . , N − 1, and Q0, P0, QN , PN are expressed in terms of Qj, Pj as
Q0 = −
N−1∑
k=1
N − k
N
Qk , P0 = −
N−1∑
k=1
N − k
N
Pk , QN = −
N−1∑
k=1
k
N
Qk , PN = −
N−1∑
k=1
k
N
Pk ,
(E.6)
and therefore a00 = aNN =
N−1
N
= s, a01 = aN−1,N = −1, and all the remaining
aµν = 0.
The oscillatory part can be expanded in a Fourier series
φ(,osc)µ (θ) =
∑
m6=0
1
im
aµ(m) exp(imθ) , (E.7)
where aµ(m) satisfy the following commutation relations
[aµ(m), aν(n)] = mfµν(m)δm+n,0 , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 , (E.8)
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where fµν(m) are given in appendix B. In the limit → 0 with m = t and n = t′
kept fixed, δm+n,0/ goes to δ(t+ t
′) and one recovers the previous formulae.
The primed fields are defined in the same way
φ
′()
µ (θ) = −Qµ + θPµ + φ
′(,osc)
µ (θ) . (E.9)
Notice that since
[Pj, χ
−
k ] = −ajkχ−k , [Pj, χ+k ] = ajkχ+k , (E.10)
χ−k is a lowering operator and χ
+
k is a raising operator.
Thus one can use the formulae from the main text and use the zero modes only
to get N − 1 selection rules from the requirement that no dependence of Qj should
appear in the trace formula. Assuming that we have the trace of the form
TrpiZ
e2piiK(N−1∏
µ=0
n′µ∏
k=1
V ′µ(θ
′
µ,k)
)(N−1∏
µ=0
nµ∏
k=1
Vµ(θµ,k)
) , (E.11)
one gets
N − j
N
n0 − nj − N − j
N
n′0 + n
′
j = 0 , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (E.12)
or equivalently
(N − j)(n0 − n′0)−N(nj − n′j) = 0 , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (E.13)
For N = 2 one gets
n0 − n′0 − 2(n1 − n′1) = 0 , (E.14)
which agrees with [11].
If one considers Z1Z2 · · ·ZN one finds that for this operator
n0 = N , n1 = N − 1, . . . , nj = N − j , (E.15)
which implies that there is no Qj in this operator because from (E.12) one gets
nj =
N−j
N
n0. In fact from (E.12) one sees that for the identity operator n0 must
be an integer multiple of N . For an arbitrary operator n0 − n′0 must be an integer
multiple of N .
The selection rules take a simpler form if one uses Zj and Z
′
j operators. Then
assuming that we have the trace of the form
TrpiZ
e2piiK( N∏
j=1
m′j∏
a=1
Z ′j(θ
′
j,a)
)( N∏
j=1
mj∏
a=1
Zj(θj,a)
) , (E.16)
one gets
nµ =
N∑
k=µ+1
mk , n
′
µ =
N∑
k=µ+1
m′k , µ = 0, . . . , N − 1 . (E.17)
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Thus the selection rules (E.12) take the form
j∑
k=1
(mk −m′k) =
j
N
(M −M ′) , M =
N∑
k=1
mk , M
′ =
N∑
k=1
m′k , (E.18)
where M and M ′ are the total numbers of Z and Z ′ operators. The selection rules
(E.18) then immediately imply
mj −m′j =
1
N
(M −M ′) , j = 1, . . . , N − 1 , (E.19)
and therefore
mj −m′j = k , M −M ′ = kN for some integer k . (E.20)
This formula shows that if Z transforms in the fundamental irrep of su(N) then Z ′
transforms in the antifundamental irrep (and it would be more appropriate to use
upper indices for Z ′), and the form factor does not vanish only if the product of all
Z and Z ′ is a singlet of su(N) which is a natural requirement.
F. Traces of vertex operators
General formula
We want to compute traces of products of vertex operators defined as
V (θ) =: exp(iφ(θ)) : , (F.1)
where φ(θ) is a linear combination of the independent oscillators ai(t)
φ(θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
it
ci(t) ai(t)e
iθt =
∫ ∞
0
dt α¯i(t) ai(t) +
∫ ∞
0
dt a†i (t)βi(t) , (F.2)
and
α¯i(t) =
1
it
ci(t)e
iθt , βi(t) = − 1
it
ci(−t)e−iθt , a†i (t) = ai(−t) . (F.3)
It is sufficient to understand how to compute
TrF (exp(2piiK)V (θ)) , K = iH = i
∫ ∞
0
dt
N−1∑
i,j=1
hij(t)a
†
i (t)aj(t) , (F.4)
where F is the Fock space where ai(t) act. It is not difficult to show that if one has
one set of oscillators a, a† such that
[a, a†] = 1 , K = i h a†a , V (θ) =: exp(iφ) : , φ = α¯ a+ a†β , (F.5)
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then
TrF e
2piiK : exp(iφ) : =
1
1− e−2pih exp
(
α¯β
1− e2pih
)
. (F.6)
We want to generalise the formula to the case of several coupled oscillators, and we
can drop the t-dependence because the commutation relations are ultra-local in t.
So we consider
[ai, a
†
j] = fij , K = i hij a
†
iaj , V (θ) =: exp(iφ) : , φ = α¯i ai + a
†
iβi , (F.7)
where f¯ij = fji and h¯ij = hji, that is the matrices f and h are hermitian. Since f is
hermitian it can be diagonalized with a unitary matrix U
UfU † = D2 , Dij = diδij , di > 0 , (F.8)
and the new oscillators b = Ua , b† = a†U † satisfy the relations
[bi, b
†
j] = d
2
i δij , K = i b
†
i (UhU
†)ij bj , φ = (α¯U †)i bi + b
†
i (Uβ)i . (F.9)
We then rescale bi to get the canonical commutation relations
bi = dici , b
†
i = dic
†
i , [ci, c
†
j] = δij , (F.10)
and
K = i c†i (DUhU
†D)ij cj , φ = (α¯U †D)i ci + c
†
i (DUβ)i . (F.11)
The matrix DUhU †D is obviously hermitian and can be diagonalized with a unitary
matrix W
DUhU †D = W †QW , Qij = qiδij , (F.12)
and introducing the new oscillators A = Wc , A† = c†W † one gets
[Ai, A
†
j] = δij , K = i qiA
†
iAi , φ = (α¯U
†DW †)iAi + A
†
i (WDUβ)i , (F.13)
and therefore
TrF e
2piiK : exp(iφ) : =
∏
i
1
1− e−2piqi exp
(
α¯′iβ
′
i
1− e2piqi
)
, (F.14)
where
α¯′i = (α¯U
†DW †)i , β′i = (WDUβ)i . (F.15)
Formula (F.14) can be brought to the form
TrF e
2piiK : exp(iφ) : =
1
det(1− e−2pihf ) exp
(
α¯i
(
f
1
1− e2pihf
)
ij
βj
)
. (F.16)
Notice the identity
f
1
1− e2pihf =
1
1− e2pifhf . (F.17)
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Fortunately, thanks to (3.48), fh = t, where we take into account that the actual
commutation relations are [ai(t), a
†
j(t
′)] = tfijδ(t− t′). Thus introducing the integral
over t one gets
TrF (exp(2piiK)V (θ))
TrF (exp(2piiK))
= exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
α¯i(t) tfij(t) βj(t)
1− e2pit
)
. (F.18)
This formula agrees with the prescription in [18]. To show this let’s consider
TrF (exp(2piiK)V1V2) , (F.19)
where
Vk =: exp(iφk) : , φk =
∫ ∞
0
dt α¯
(k)
i (t) ai(t) +
∫ ∞
0
dt a†i (t)β
(k)
i (t) . (F.20)
Then one gets
V1V2 = g12 : V1V2 : , g12 = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt α¯
(1)
i (t) tfij(t) β
(2)
j (t)
)
, (F.21)
and
TrF (exp(2piiK)V1V2)
TrF (exp(2piiK))
= exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
(
−α¯(1)i (t) tfij(t) β(2)j (t) +
α¯i(t) tfij(t) βj(t)
1− e2pit
))
,
(F.22)
where
α¯i = α¯
(1)
i + α¯
(2)
i , βj(t) = β
(1)
j + β
(2)
j . (F.23)
Thus,
TrF (exp(2piiK)V1V2)
TrF (exp(2piiK))
= C1C2G12 , (F.24)
where
Ck =
TrF (exp(2piiK)Vk)
TrF (exp(2piiK))
, (F.25)
and
G12 = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
(
α¯
(1)
i (t) tfij(t) β
(2)
j (t)
1− e−2pit −
α¯
(2)
i (t) tfij(t) β
(1)
j (t)
1− e2pit
))
, (F.26)
Introducing
〈〈aj(t)ak(t′)〉〉 = tfjk(t)
1− e−2pit δ(t+ t
′) , (F.27)
one finds
〈〈φ1φ2〉〉 = − logG12 . (F.28)
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Traces of single V ’s
To compute the traces of Vµ and V
′
µ we use that
α¯µ(t) = α¯
′
µ(t) = −
ieiθt
t
, βµ(t) = β
′
µ(t) =
ie−iθt
t
, (F.29)
and therefore from (F.18) one gets
Cµ ≡ TrF (exp(2piiK)Vµ(θ))
TrF (exp(2piiK))
= exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
fµµ(t)
1− e2pit
)
, (F.30)
and similar formula for V ′ with the obvious replacement f → f ′.
Computing the integrals one gets the constants
logCj = −logΓ
(
1− 1
N
)
+ γ
(
1
N
− 1
)
+
log(2pi)
N
, Cj =
eγ(
1
N
−1)(2pi)
1
N
Γ
(
N−1
N
) (F.31)
logC0 = logCN = 1− 3
2N
+
1
2N2
− γ(N − 1)
2
2N2
+
1−N
N
logΓ
(
2− 1
N
)
+
(
− 1
2N2
+
1
N
− 1
)
log(2pi) + ψ(−2)
(
2− 1
N
)
, (F.32)
where ψ(−2) (z) is given by
ψ(−2) (z) =
∫ z
0
dt logΓ (t) . (F.33)
and
C ′j =
eγ(−
1
N
−1)(2pi)−1/N
Γ
(
N+1
N
) (F.34)
logC ′0 = −
γ (N2 − 1)
2N2
− 1
2N2
+
(
1
2N2
+
1
2
)
log(2pi)− 1
2N
−ψ(−2)
(
1 +
1
N
)
+
log
(
Γ
(
1 + 1
N
))
N
. (F.35)
Traces of VµVν and functions Gµν
To compute the traces we use (F.24) and (F.26) which takes the form
Gµν(β2 − β1) = exp
(− 〈〈φµ(β1)φν(β2)〉〉) , (F.36)
and therefore
Gµν(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
fµν(t)
sinhpit
cos (β + ipi) t
)
. (F.37)
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These satisfy the relations
Gµν(β − 2pii) = Gµν(−β) , Sµν(β) = Gµν(−β)
Gµν(β)
, (F.38)
which are necessary to satisfy the form factors axioms.
Computing the functions we get the following representations for G00
G00(β) = GNN(β) = C00 exp
(
− 2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N sinh2
(
pit
2
− iβt
2
))
,
(F.39)
C00 = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N
)
(F.40)
=
2
N−1
N2
− 5
12pi
N−1
N2
−1
A3
Γ
(
3
2
− 1
N
) 2
N
−1
e
(N−1)(N+γ−1)
N2
+2ψ(−2)( 32− 1N ) ,
where the integral representation for G00(β) is well-defined for
G00(β) : −2pi < Im(β) < 0 and N > 1 . (F.41)
Then, one can get the following representations for G0N
G0N(β) = C0N exp
(
− 2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N sinh2
(
pit
2
− iβt
2
))
, (F.42)
C0N = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N
)
(F.43)
= (2pi)
1
N2
+1Γ
(
N − 1
N
)−2/N
e
N+γ−1
N2
−2ψ(−2)(N−1N ) ,
where the integral representation for G0N(β) is well-defined for
G0N(β) :
2pi
N
− 3pi < Im(β) < pi − 2pi
N
. (F.44)
Then
Gjj(β) =
i 4
1
N
+1e
2γ
N pi
N+2
N sinh
(
β
2
)
Γ
(− iβ
2pi
− 1
N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iβ
2pi
− 1
N
) , (F.45)
where the integral representation for Gjj(β) is well-defined for
Gjj(β) :
2pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < −2pi
N
and N > 2 . (F.46)
Finally
Gj,j+1(β) = e
− γ
N (2pi)−
N+1
N Γ
(
− iβ
2pi
− 1
2N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iβ
2pi
− 1
2N
)
, (F.47)
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where the integral representation for Gj,j+1(β) is well-defined for
Gj,j+1(β) :
pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < − pi
N
and N > 1 . (F.48)
For the functions G′′µν(β) one gets
G′′00(β) = G
′′
NN(β) = C
′′
00 exp
(
− 2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N sinh2
(
pit
2
− iβt
2
))
,
(F.49)
C ′′00 = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N
)
(F.50)
= A32
1
N2
− 1
N
+ 17
12pi
1
N2
− 1
N
+1Γ
(
1
2
+
1
N
) 2
N
−1
e−
γ(N−1)+1
N2
−2ψ(−2)( 12+ 1N ) ,
where the integral representation for G′′00(β) is well-defined for
G′′00(β) : −
2pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < 2pi
N
and N > 1 . (F.51)
We also find that
G′′0N(β) = C
′′
0N exp
(
− 2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N sinh2
(
pit
2
− iβt
2
))
, (F.52)
C ′′0N = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N
)
(F.53)
= (2pi)−
1
N2
−1Γ
(
1 +
1
N
)−2/N
e
N−γ+1
N2
+2ψ(−2)(1+ 1N ) ,
where the integral representation for G′′0N(β) is well-defined for
G′′0N(β) : −3pi < Im(β) < pi and N > 1 . (F.54)
Then
G′′jj(β) =
i 2e−
2γ
N (2pi)
N−2
N sinh
(
β
2
)
Γ
(− iβ
2pi
+ 1
N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iβ
2pi
+ 1
N
) , (F.55)
where the integral representation for G′′jj(β) is well-defined for
G′′jj(β) : −2pi < Im(β) < 0 and N > 0 . (F.56)
Finally
G′′j,j+1(β) = e
γ/N(2pi)
1
N
−1Γ
(
− iβ
2pi
+
1
2N
+ 1
)
Γ
(
iβ
2pi
+
1
2N
)
, (F.57)
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where the integral representation for G′′j,j+1(β) is well-defined for
G′′j,j+1(β) : −
pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < pi
N
and N > 0 . (F.58)
Finally the functions G′µν(β) are given by
G′00(β) = G
′
NN(β) = C
′
00 exp
(
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
sinh2
(pit
2
− iβt
2
))
, (F.59)
C ′00 = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh N−1
N
pit
sinh2 pit
)
(F.60)
=
(pi
2
)1− 1
N
(
(N − 1) sec ( pi
2N
)
N
)1− 1
N
e
1−N
N
−2ψ(−2)( 32− 12N )+2ψ(−2)(N+12N ) .
where the integral representation for G′00(β) is well-defined for
G′00(β) : −
2pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < pi
N
and N > 1 . (F.61)
Then
G′0N(β) = C
′
0N exp
(
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
sinh2
(pit
2
− iβt
2
))
, (F.62)
with
C ′0N = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit
N
sinh2 pit
)
=
(
pi csc
(
pi
2N
)
2N
) 1
N
e−
1
N
+2ψ(−2)(1− 12N )−2ψ(−2)(1+ 12N ) ,
(F.63)
where the integral representation for G′0N(β) is well-defined for
G′0N(β) : −3pi +
pi
N
< Im(β) < pi − pi
N
and N > 1 . (F.64)
Then
G′jj(β) =
1
2
(
cos
(
pi
N
)− cosh(β)) , (F.65)
where the integral representation for G′jj(β) is well-defined for
G′jj(β) :
pi
N
− 2pi < Im(β) < − pi
N
and N > 1 . (F.66)
Finally
G′j,j+1(β) = 2i sinh
(
β
2
)
, (F.67)
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where the integral representation for G′j,j+1(β) is well-defined for
G′j,j+1(β) : −2pi < Im(β) < 0 and N > 0 . (F.68)
The functions satisfy the following identities
G00(β − iu1)G0N(β + iuN−1) = 1
G01(β)
= G00(β + iu1)G0N(β − iuN−1) , (F.69)
G00(β + iuN−1)G0N(β − iu1) = 1
G01(β + iuN−2)
, (F.70)
G00(β − iuN−1)G0N(β + iu1) = 1
G01(β − iuN−2) , (F.71)
and G′ and G′′ functions obey the same identities too.
Traces of V1...rV1...s and functions G1...r;1...s
To compute the traces we use (F.24) and (F.26) which takes the form
G1...r;1...s(β2 − β1) = exp
(− 〈〈φ1...r(β1)φ1...s(β2)〉〉) , (F.72)
and therefore
G1...r;1...s(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
f1...r;1...s(t)
sinhpit
cos (β + ipi) t
)
. (F.73)
These can be computed in analogy with the previous sections so we simply state the
results
G1...r;1...s(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit sinh pit
N
e
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′1...r;1...s(β) = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit sinh pit
N
cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′′1...r;1...s(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit sinh pit
N
e−
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
for s > r ,
(F.74)
and
C1...r = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh pit(N−r)
N
2 sinh2 pit sinh pit
N
e
pit
N e−pit
)
,
C ′1...r = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh pit(N−r)
N
2 sinh2 pit sinh pit
N
e−
pit
N e−pit
)
.
(F.75)
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The ranges for which these integral representation are well-defined is as follows (N >
1):
G1...r;1...s(β) : − 2pi − (r − s)pi
N
< Im(β) <
(r − s)pi
N
,
G′1...r;1...s(β) : − 2pi −
pi
N
− (r − s)pi
N
< Im(β) <
pi
N
+
(r − s)pi
N
,
G′′1...r;1...s(β) : − 2pi −
2pi
N
− (r − s)pi
N
< Im(β) <
2pi
N
+
(r − s)pi
N
.
(F.76)
Note that these formulae include the cases r = 1 and s = 1, which gives the highest
weight particle of rank 1. Some particular cases of interest are
G0;1...s(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′0;1...s(β) = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit
cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′′0;1...s(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pit(N−s)
N
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
(F.77)
for r = 1 which gives the elementary particle with index 0 and
G1...r;N(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh2 pit
e
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′1...r;N(β) = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh2 pit
cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′′1...r;N(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh pitr
N
sinh2 pit
e−
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
(F.78)
for s = N − 1 which gives the the fused rank N − 1 particle, which takes index N .
For the remaining traces of fused particles with Vj, we find
Gr;1...r(β) = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
sinhpit
e
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′r;1...r(β) = exp
(
−
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
sinhpit
cos(β + ipi)t
)
,
G′′r;1...r(β) = exp
(∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
sinhpit
e−
pit
N cos(β + ipi)t
)
.
(F.79)
Remarkably, we find
Gr;1...r(β) = Gr;r+1(β) ,
G′r;1...r(β) = G
′
r;r+1(β) ,
G′′r;1...r(β) = G
′′
r;r+1(β) .
(F.80)
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